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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

New Series No. 1091

Murray, Kentucky, Thursda* Afternoon, June 20, 1946

IS
Third Annual Girl Scout IFRED SHULTZ
DISTRICT
Day Camp Held In Park;EGLOEVCETREI1

Recognition,Badges Given .8fLaec,',,IryoCrteted
The third annual Girl Scout Day
Camp sponsored by the Girl Scout
Association was held this year in
the City Park June 10-14. Seventytwo girls registered for the five
days of camping.
The girls met at the College
swimming pool at 10 o'clock each
morning tor an hour of swimming.
Cars driven by mothers were waiting to bring the girls to the city
park where they ate their packed
lunches and drank milk furnished
by the Girl Scout Association.

Jackie Wear, Janice Blalock,.Jewpell Foe, Norma Jean Farris. Dorothy Jean King, Charlotte Roberts,
Joyce Russell, Betty Jean Thurman, Betty June West.
Troop IV, Glass Badge-Patricia
Future II; Bookfinding Badge--Patricia Futrell; Needle Craft-Patricia Futrell; Design Badge-Patricia Futrell; Swimmer-Patricia
Futrell.

Districts In Ky.

Second Class Badges
The following Girl Scouts were
awarded
their
Second
Class
Badges: Gladys McKinney, Mary
Alice Hopkins, Joan Love, Sara
Ruth Calhoun. Wanda Sue Diuguid,
Ann Rhodes, Rachel Blalock, Norma Jean Atkins.

SUPPLEMENT MATERIAL
NEARING END; ONE MORE TO
BE PUBLISHED ON JULY 11
•
The supplement that appears
in today's issue of the Ledger
and Times is the next to the
last one to be published.
The attempt has been made
to place all of the men, who
were drafted or volunteered
from this county, in this publication. Some of them have
been left out through human
error, but it is believed that
most men have received a
write up.
The tentative date for the
last Italie is July 11.
The Ledger and Times etill
has copies of each of the supplements and they may be oleUtined`by calling at the atfIce.
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Body Beautiful Winners Announced JOE LOVETT TO
•

0-

Miss,Ann Littleton
Is Selected In
Annual Et.,ent

...4

Funeral Services For
Mrs. Lena R.Staveley
He'd In Paducah

APPEAR ON RADIO
PROGRAM TONIGHT
To Participate in

The winners of the Aliftnal water
Carnival, held at Murray-. State
Teachers College, have been' announced.
Miss Ann Littleton, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton. 201
South Eighth street, Murray. was
elected body beautiful of 1946.
Thomas G. Toon, Murray „State
freshman .and son of Mrs. Addie
.E. Toon, of Fancy Farm, was also
winner. Toon is a baseball letterman and was catcher on the college nine this year.
The contest is sponsored annually by the Physical Education Club
and the "M" Club.
The contestants were selected
from 12 boys and 12 girls.
Roy Stewart. head of the physical education department, was in
charge of the water carnival and
contest.
The program for the Water Carnival included relays, diving exhibitions, life saving demonstrations, clown acts, water polo. formation swimming.

Round-Table Panel
Over Station WHAS
Joe Lovett. executive director of
the Mid-South Chain Stores Council, Inc., with offices in the Gatlin
Building, will appear in a roundtable panel radio program at 9:30
p:m.. CST. Thursday, June 20. over
station WHAS.
The proga-am will launch the
Kentucky Chamber of Cummeree,
formerly named the Kentucky De(elopment Association.

Participating in the round-table
The younger Scouts had a rest
with Mr. Lovett'vaill be Governor
o'clock
at
lunch
I
and
after
period
Simeon Willis, Barry Bingham,
classes began, which ran until 4
owner and editor of the Louisville
Funeral
services
were
held
Wedo'clock. The day closed with the
Courier-Journal and Times; Earl
nesday morning in Paducah ?br
Girl Scout "Good Night Circle."
Muir, President of the Kentucky
Mrs. Lena R. Staveley who died"
.1drs. Tom Rowlett directed the
Chamber of Commerce and the
Monday morning at the home of
camp.. Mrs. Nix Crawford was
Louisville Trust Company, and
her daughter, Mrs. Lora Gordan
Day Camp chairman from the Girl
others.
in Paducah.
Scout Association and Mrs. A.
This program will take place in
Mrs. Staveley was 131 years of
Austin is president of the Girl
Louisville and the facilities of the
age and had been ill for several
Scout Association'.
Courier-Journal and Times radio
weeks. Her death was attributed
The unit leaders for the camp
Thomas G. Toon
station WHAS, will be used. This
to a paralytic stroke. She was
Fred
Shultz,
professor
in
the edwere: Miss Elizabeth Fay Upstation may be reached by tuning
born and reared in Stewart Coundepartment of
Murray
church, Miss Charlene Orr, Miss
Robert Nett Petty, age 73 years. -ucation
to 840.
ty, Tenn. She was a member of
Naomi Lee Whitnell. Miss Ann died at his home in Hazel Thurs- State Teachers College, was elected the Christian Union
Church in
Brown, Miss Ann Littleton, Miss day. June 13, at 800 a.m. Mr. as governor of one of the four Stewart County.
In 1885 she was
gaehleen Key, Miss Iris key lone Petty had been ill for only three newly created districts in the married to T. A. Cable
and after
Miss Ann Littleton
Forrest C. Pogue, Jr., was the
day), Mrs. L. M. Overby, Miss days and his death came as a Lions Club of Kentucky. Pro- his death was married
to the late
fessor
Shultz
has
held
various
ofguest of the Rotary Club at its regCarolyn Vaughn.
severe shock to his family and
W. D. Staveley.
fices in the local Lions Club.
ular meeting last Thursday. The
Arts and Crafts was taught by wide circle of friends.
She is survived by three daughspeaker was introduced by R. E
The election took place at the ters. Mrs. Gordan,
Miss Sue Upchurch and Mra. Keith
A retired farmer, he had heed
s. Irene KenBroach, business manager of MurKelly, and music by Miss Mary his entire life in Calloway county annual State Convention held this nerly of Granite Cit , J11., and Mrs.
Funeral services were held Sunrey State College.
Elizabeth Robert's.
Lydia Jones of East 'St. Louis,
moving to Hazel six years ago 'Sear at Lexington.
The American
Legion Public day afternoon at three o'clock at
br. Pogue gave an interesting Auction of property
Other governors of the remain- one son. Clarence . Staveley of
Methodist Church in CaleSwimming was taught by: Harold from Perry Stbre community. Mr.
on Vine Street the
talk on why the government went was held at the scheduled time. donia. Miss.. for Stephen Albert
Miller. Miss Ann McLean. Miss Petty was known as a good neigh- ing three districts are Robert Dunn. Charleston, S. C.: four sisters. Miss
to the time, effort and expense to Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock Vaughn, 89. prominent Mississippi
Having no chil- Danville. 43-E; J 0 Harper. Ha- Vertie Thomas. Mrs. Lucy Roper
Beth Broach, Miss Martha Jean bor and friend
have a large number of historians with George Hart, finance officer farmer, who was accidentally killBaker. Miss Carolyn Vaughn, Miss dren of their own, Mr. and Mrs. zard. 43-Y: and Dr. H. E. Brink- of Paducah, Mrs. Sallie Cook of
cover the war day by day. He ex- of the Legion, acting as auctioneer. ed on his farm Friday afternoon.
43-N.
this county, and Mrs. Fruzy GrifCharlene Orr, Miss Naomi Lee Petty reared five foster children meyer, Frankfort, .
R. L. Wade was elected president
The property which lies immedi- Burial was in the family cemetery
Whitnell, Miss Kathleen Key. Miss to whom they were loyally deNewport, Glasgow, and Louis- fin of GI eenfield, Tenn.; one of the Murray Lions Club at its plained that these historians got the
true facts, as nearly as possible, ately west of the Murray Woman's near Caledonia.
voted
ville entered bids for the 1947 brother, J M. Thomas. Miller regular
, Ann Brown. Miss Ann Littleton.
meeting Tuesday night,
Mr. Vaughn was a brother-inNurses Aids who remained on
Funeral services were held in convention, but a special commit- Cross Roads. Several grandchil- June 11, at the 'Woman's Club concerning each and every opera- Club House on Vine street, was
tion, immediately after its comple- bought by Connie B. Ford. a law of W.. Percy Williams, pubduty each day were: Mrs_ G. C. the Hazel Baptist church, of which tee recommended that the new dren also survive.
house. He will succeed L R. PutBurial was in Walnut Grove
tion. In this way accurate informa- Legionnaire and who serves on the lisher of the Ledger & Times, whit
Ashcraft. Mrs, Robert Jarman Mr. Petty was a member, at 4 district govrnors select the site,
nam who is concluding one of the
executive board of the organiza- left Paris for Caledonia immediate.
two daysl‘lies"1, G. _chemise
their choice not later Cemetery, Stewart County. Tenn., _ant successful years of Murray tion could be collected_
clock Friday allirMtrellige0
.1S flarext‘it
at 9 °Woe* Wednesday afternoon
'.
Dr Pogue explained further that tion. Mr. Ford paid ;3.000 for the ky after being advised of the trag15
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall in
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale.
ilar
future officers and men could be property which was auctioned first edy
Girls who 'attended were: Ann chmge Burial was in Hazel cemeOthers attending the convention
Other officers elected are Sam
taught the correct way to go about as separate lots and then as a
Barnett, Margaret Ruth
Atkins. tery
from the Murray Club were, Mr.
The accident occurred when Mr.
McKee. first vice-president; Robert
an operation, using incidents In the single unit, the final sale bringing Vaughn was working two young
Melia Austin. Mary Francis BagZelna Carter. Donell
He is sarvived by his widow, and Mrs
Highfill,
second
vice-president: recent war as examples He told of the highest total figure.
well, Carolyn Caraway. Shirley Mrs. Nancy Ann Petty: two foster Scott. Hiram Tucker, Delvin Langshorses to a hal, rake. The horses
Dewey Ragsdale, third vice-presiWildy Berry is the newly elect- became frightened and ran away.
numerous difficulties eneountered
Cathey. Jo Ann Crider, Betty Jo daughter. Mrs Celeste Brandon ton. R. L. Wade, and E W. Riley.
dent; James Blalock, tail twister:
in such work and the manner in ed commander of the American and as Mr. Vaughn attempted to
.Crawford. Leah
Dell Hopkins. Pierce of Osage. Tenn.. and Mrs.
Will Whitnell. Lion tamer: Hiram
Legion succeeding Carmon Gra- jump free, he became entangled
owhich they were overcome.
Louise Jones, Nancy Jetton, Lynda Grace Virginia Merrell of Detroit;
Tucker and Noel Meliigin. direcPHONE 776 FOR CITY PARK
ham as retiring Commander.
Faye Jackson. Rosemary Jones.
and was dragged nearly a mile bethree foster sons, Herrley Hendertors;
W.
B.
Moser. secretary: and
RESERVATIONS
Lilyan Miller. Shirley Seaford, son of Henry, Tenn., James Willfore the horses stopped. He was
•
Funeral services will be held Heron West, assistant secretary.
Patsy Shackelford, Carolyn Stokes, iam Merrell of Paris. Tenn. and D.
rushed to a hospital in Columbus,
ll persens wishing to make pa- this afternoon, Thursday, at 2:30
Two men are elected each year
Annette Ward. Carolyn Williams, J Merrell of Hazel.
Mies. 18 miles away. but was provilion reservations in the City o'clock at the Elm Greve Baptist to the Board of Directors. The
Mary Linda Cholk. Nancy Outnounced dead upon arrival_
The active pallbearers were Ira Perk should call telephone num- Church of
Milton 13. (Jack) New- two hold-overs are Bryan Tolley
9
Announcement has been made
land. Barbara Hatcher, Julianne Morgan.
Lester
Wilson.
Zack ber 778 after 2:30 p.m. Preston Hol- berry who died of a heart attack and Fred Shultz.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs,
that Alfred Young has purchased
West. Joyce Russell, Jean Corn. Holmes, Carl Mann, William Ray, land, director of the
.
Mr,
and
Mrs
Robt
Brandon of Hermie 'Williams Vaughn, one son,
park. said Tuesday afternoon The Rev. RuOther
retiring
officers
sire
Clyde
the interest of Garnett Jones in the Hazel received a message June 11, Albert Veughn.
Betty June Wait, Norma Jean Far- and D M. Marshall.
this morning.
of Kolola Springs.
lph Noel of Cadiz and Rev. W. Jones, tail twister: Ralph Wear,
Jones Dry Cleaners. Mr. Young is informing them of the death of Miss.,
ris, Letitia Maupin, Betty Thurbrothers,
three
Ernest
fl
Cone will be in charge.
Lion
tamer;
and
011ie
Barnett,
secwell known in Murray having been their daughter-in-law, Mrs J. Y
man Jackie Wear.
•
Vaughn, of near .Caledonia; Dixie
Mr. Newberry, a prominent far- retary.
connected with. Jones .Drug *ore Brandon, at her home in Detroit. Vaughn.
Verona
Smith, Brinda
Smith,
of Florida. and Meloy
mer was found dead about 3:30
The new officers will be official- for the last 18 years.
King. Gladys McKinney, ZetMich.
Vaughn, of/Delawiere. Two grandTuesday afternoon in the corn ly installed Tuesday night, July 9,
•
Mr. Jones lives with his wife
La
Yates. Betty Hutson, Eunice
Members of the family left im- sons, Claude and Jeptha Vaughn.
field in which he was plowing. at the City Park. The club's anand son, Stanley on South Sixth mediately to attend the funeral
Brumley, Nancy
Wear, J a n ot
also survive.
Investigation showed he had been nual "Family Night" will be obstreet.
Smith. Barbara Asheraft, Zanne
and burial services which were
deed about two hours, death result- served at this time and arrangeMr. Vaughn was one of the most
Heeinvites his friends to call on held in Detroit Thursday afterPatton.' Ardath Boyd. Janice Doing from a sudden heart attack. ments are being made for a good him
well known oitizens in the Columat the Jones Cleaners
0'e,1
ran, Julia Fuqua. Carolyn Mehl
He is survived by his widow, picnic lunch and an evening of
bus area. He was a native of that
gin. Mary Francis Williams, Are
Mrs. Maggie Newberry of Route 3; excellent entertainment
section and had spent the past 47
Fenton.
two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Turyears on the farm where he met
Sue Jones, Mary
Ann
ner, Golden Pond. Miss Georgia
his death. He had been superinLochie Faye Hart. Betty Cothae
Gra''1
May
Newberry. Route 3, three
tendent of the Sunday *Owed in
Peggy Turner, Dianne Hendrick.
sons. Herbert Jackie and Donnie
his church for thirty years ,and
laatritia Stokes. Mary Alice HopRay of Route 3 and Hubert Levi,
for many years was a regular deleA. G. Gibson, president-elect of l ed thought provpking questions.
kins. Sara Ruth Calhoun, Norma
U. S. Army in France; six sis(the last ih,un. d team is the gate to the church conferences.
Jean Atkins, Wanda Sue Diuguid. the Rotary Club, and manager of j The outgoing
president T. A. ters, Mrs Eula Shaw of California,
home team 0.
Patricia Futrell, Ann Curry, Jean the Western Kentucky Stages in !Warren, whose home is in Wolver- Mrs. Sallie Merideth,
Delegates of the Calloway.CounMrs. Martha
Folder; Nancy
Sammons. Anne Murray, attended the Rotary Inter- hampton England gteeted the visit- Merideth. Mrs. Beulah
Thursday. June 20
Foushee all ty 4-H. Club returned home from
national
Conventiqn
held
at
Rhodes. Betty Ann
At- ing Rotarians as follows: "To all of Colorado Springs,
Nix. Joan
College Veterans vs. Lynn Grove
at the University
Colo.. Mrs. Junior Week he
•
City,
lantic
N. J. This was the .Rotarians and their families in -at- Susie McCord
Love, Joanne Shell. Betty RonduOrdway Hall vs. Hazel
and Mrs. Josie Wal- of Kentucky. Lexington, last SatTonight's Games
rant, Janice Jetton. Shirley Geurin, 37th convention and is an annual tendance at this. Rotary's 37th. lace, Dover. Tenn.; one
brother, urday. According to County Agent
Tuesday. June 23
College Veterans vs, • Lynn Grove
Nancy Cotham, Peggy Sue Shroat, affair. Mr. Gibson arrived in At- Annual Convention-the most cor- Albert Newberry, Dover,
Thomas Redden. wig() has been
Tenn.; 'S. V. Foy, the water control and
College Veterans vs. Ordway Hall
lantic City on Sunday. June 2. The dial of greetings from your inter- one
Ordway
Hall
vs
Hazel
Joan Parker.
terracing team won fourth place in
grandson. Milton Turner.
Independents vs American Legion in the service for about two years.
program
for
the
convention
Tuesday.
June
wag
25
national
officers.
Brownies "Flying Up"
Burial will be in Elm Grove the state contest competing against
has returned home and is going to
• Thursday. June 27
"It is indeed a pleasure to wel- Cemetery.
43 teams from other counies. It College Veterans es. Ordway Hall
Brownies "Flying Up" to be highly inspirational and well carcontinue with his business. The
Lynn
Grove
vs.
Independents
he
said.
ried
out
Independents
vs.
American
Legion
come you all to Atlantic City_to
It is expectelT that the neighbors. was very close competition beScouts were: Carolyn Carraway.
Jones Cleaners, Mr. Redden was
Hazel vs American Legion
•
The first day consisted of reg- the largest gatheging in the history will act as pallbearers for the tween the first 10 teams and as the
Shirley Cothey. Yonne McDaniel.
with the Quartermaster Corps and
The Murray Softball League will
Tuesday, July 2
Betty Clare Russell. Shirley' Sea- istering of delegates and presents- of Rotary. May you have a profit- funeral which will be held today. Calloway county boys could not
was stationed in the Aleutians. He
non of credentials. As a prelude able an enjoyable stay in this dehave been first, they were proud open play tongiht - at 7:30, o'clock. Hazel vs. College Veterans
ford. Carolyn Williams
is married and has one son Pat
ter the convention, the delegates lightful city by the sea.
to rank fourth place after meeting in the Murray High 'School sta.. Ordway Hall vs Independents
Thomas Redden
He, with Mra.
Best Campers Named
Thursday. July *"The world today has desperate
were entertained by Phil Spitalny
eich keen competition. The ter- dium. In the first game of the
Redden and son live on Murray.
Best campers for the period
American
evening
Legion
College;
vs
College
Vets
Veterans
will
orchestra and need of the ideals of Rotary. My
girl
his
all
and
'acing team is composed of RonRoute 1
were: Unit I, Verona Smith: Unit
fervent desire is that what we do
choir.
,ild Thompson of Faxon 4-H Club meet the Lynn Grove aggregation. Lynn Grove vs Ordway Hall
2, Jannt Smith: Unit 3. Jean Foster.
and
in
the
nightcap
mer-the
Tuesday.
speed
July
9
here
this week will make a lasting
The theme Of the addressee and
ead William Foy from the Training
'roil 4. Betty Bondurant
chants of .Ordway Hall will clash American Legion vs Lynn Grove
N'ETERANS CONTACT OFFICER
messages presented to the conven- contribution to our onward march.
School clubs
Awarded Recognition
Independents vs Hazel
IN MURRAY EACH THURSDAY
tion seemed to carry the word, especially along the route of our
Other
boys
attending Junior with the Hazel outfit
Scouts
SeGirl
Members of the
Bleachers
have been 'erected,
Thursday, July LI
"Fellowship", "Interuational Un- grand Fourth Objeet-to intetnaWeek were Dale Todd, who won
ceived the following recognition on derstanding". and "Discussion of linnet understanding".'
Riebert. E. Hale. veteran contact
in the county for having the most backstop and screening have been College Veterans vs Independents
repaired and replaced this week. Ordway Hall vs American Legion officer, will be. in _Murray every
Friday night at the closing exer- World Problems". The evening enThe incomingepresident is RichMr. and Mrs. W. b. Whitnell of outstanding club record. and Eucises:
Tuesday. July 16
Thursday for the next two tnonthe
tertainment for Monday consisted ard C. Hedke, Vice-President and Hazel, a daughter, born June 12.
gene Barnett alid Joe Miller, who The diamond is in good condition
and lighting fixtures have been Hazel vs Lynn Grove
He will be 'located in the VeterAttendance Pins iFor the Scout of Jesus Maria Sanroma, concert Managing Director of the Fe;tonwere
runners-up
in
the
county
Mi'S and Mrs. E. A. Baird, Grand
checked and declared adequate for
ans Administration offices at the
Thursday. July -la
Year: Troop I Jean Corn, Jen- pianist. Miliza Korjus. coloratura Clark Company of Detroit. Mich,
terracing
contest.
-•
Rivers, a son. born June 15.
Hazel vs Ordway Hall
College. He will' be here to ash. II Fey, Jean
King, Charlotte soprano. a narration by Quentin manufacturers and distributors of
Four-H ,girls from the county the league season.
Mr. and Mrs. Fonzo Farmer, a attending were Marion
Ty Holland announced at press- lefrin Grove vs College Veterans sist any veteran or attempt to
and
dyestuffs.
Mr.
Roberts, Jackie Wear; Troop IV- Reynolds, and an address by Tay& chemicals
Workman,
solve any problem of the veteran.
Tuesday. July 23 „
Mary Mice Hopkins, Patricia Fu- Warren, president of Rotary Inter- Dedke made an address on Thurs- son, born June 11.
Jean Hutson, Jennell Foy, and Ja- time that Joe Brown and Dub
day evening of the Convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Harland
trell, Joan Love. Sara Ruth Cal- national.
Black, net Key. Jennell Foy won a red Russell would probably be the American Legion vs Independents
Ordway Hall vs College Veterans
Mr. Gibson was preeent when the Farmington, a son. born June 12.
houn, Wanda. Sue Diuguid. Ann
ribbon in judging canned foods in league's umpires for the year.
During the remaining days of the
For the first game of theseveninli,
Thuriday, July 23
convention Mr Gibson heard Ad- Convention orchestra leader colRhodes, Ann Curry,
Mr. and Mrs.. Paul Garner, Lynn the state contest.
--According to Mn. Foy. it was one the diamond will be available ArneriCan Legion vs Hazel
dressee by Dr. Alexander J. Stod- lapsed from a heart attack and Grove, a son. borniJune 14.
Proficiency Badges.
for the "home" team for practice Independents vs Lynn Grove
June 18.-Truman Smith
of
the
best
Junior
Weeks
evcer
received 7 Pro- dard, Member. United States Edu- died.. His place was quickly taken
The following
Mr. end
Mrs. Taz Galloway.
Tuesday. July 30
June 20--Jimmie Smith
Capt. by a young musician, and the proheld in the history of the 4-H until 7:15 From 7:15 to 7:25 the
ficiency•Badges: Troop I. First Aid cational . Mission to Japan,
Melo, h son.. born Julie 18.
visiting team will take its practice. Independents Vs Ordway Hall
June 21-H, P. Smith. [Nettie Bergram continued.
former
USNR.
Stassen,
Club.
E.Harold
Brin-,
McKinney.
Badge -cladys
Mr and Mrs William -Turrell, a
Between games, the visiting team College Veterans vs Hazel
ry
Following the Convention. Mr.
The Calloway County Soil Imdia Smith; Glass-Letitia Maupin: Governor of Minnesota, Chengting
daughter, born June 18.
will take. its workout first and will
Thursday, August 1
June - 22-Sandra Kay Treas, Mrs.
Gibson
his
Gibson,
wife
with
Mr's.
RoVice-President
provement
2nd
Association
Wang,
sponsored
Ilandywornan-Jackie Wear,. Brin- T.
be allowed 5 minutes. The home Ordway Hall vs Lynn Grove
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Wilkerson. 0 the boys' trip to Junior Week.
J I Smith, Tipton Miller
accoinpanied hitn on the trip,
dee Smith, Letitia Maupin, Betty tary International, Shanghai. who
team will then take the field for College 'Vets vs American Legion Junes23-June Gingles, Judy CulCounsel for went to Philadelphia where they difughter, born June 19.
Jean Thurman: Readers.- Jean China. Tom .1, Davis,
its warm-up and ,will go immediMr. and Mrs. Edwin Cunninglom
Tuesday August 6
WoolvanSth were entertained by the Rotary
Corn, Brinda Smith: Book 'Finder Safeway Stores, F. W.
ately into play at the call of the Hazel vs Independents
June 24--John 10:iy Sammons
Railway and other club of that city. thee; went on ham, Route 5. a son, Jackie O'Dell,
Line
Soo
Co.
Jean
Hostesa-Betty
--Jackie Wear;
umpire.
Lynn Grove va American Legion° June
t-Mrs Joe Brandon, Mts.
eles
Machado. Execu- to New York City. Buffalo, and bairn June 15.
Thurman: iMy Troop Badge-Leti- bueinesses. Luis
After two weeks of play each
Mr and Mrs. James L Hale,
Thursday, August 8
Finis Outland
Niagra
Falls.
American,
Latin
for
director
tive
tia Maupin. Jackie Wear; Home
manieetet
turn
in 'his- list of American Legion vs Ordway Hall June • 26-Virginia Ruth Garland,
will
The entire week was highly en- Aimee a son. born June 15.
Bank for . ReconNursing -Jackie Wear: Swimmer International
playeTs which will compose his Independents vs College Veterans ,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Garland,
Pet Rowland
Development, and tertaining, educational, and ocfered
Verona Smith, Mary Frances struction and
Bur Philips, reeklese driving, $10. permanent squad.
Thepday. August 13
June 27-Garnett Jones
all, of whom gave inspiration for some time to come East Poplar street, a son, Dale
'
Williams, Mary Ann Grant; Tree several others,
The season's schedule is as fol- 'Lynn Grove vs Hazel
Max Oliver. drunkenness. $13.135.
Mason born June 15.
June 28 Mrs .Will Rowland
present- said Mr. Gibson.
Maupin, very interesting talks and
Finder Badge --Letitia

B.

Robert Natt Petty
Dies at His Home
In Hazel June 13

L WADE IS
PRESIDENT OF
MURRAY LIONS

Dr. Forrest Pogue
Is Guest Speaker
Of Rotary Club
--Dr.

Connie Ford Buys
Legion Property

Funeral Services
Held For Prominent I
Mississippi Farmer

New Offibers Will
Be Installed July 9
At City Park

M. D. Newberry le4Dies While Plowin,g
Corn Field Tues.

Alfred Young Purchases
Interest In Dry Cleaning
Establishment Here

i

G
A. Gibson, Rotary Clu
resident-Elect, Attends
Meet In Atlantic City N• J.

Mrs. J. Y. Brandon
Dies In Detroit, Mich.

MURRAY SOFTBALL LEAGUE

County 4-H'ers Make TO
OPEN PLAY TONIGHT, 7:30
Good Showing at
Junior Week Meeting Vets-Lynn Grove, lows.
Ordway-Hazel To
Meet In Opener

Thomas Redden, Out of
Service, Returns To
Jones Cleaners •

t

Happy Birthday

El
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Weekly Report of
Police Court
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MURRAY LIONS TIP .1
PARIS CLUB 9-7 ON BARTON FIELD

Dit

FO
Maj.
two
four

Parisians To Play
Return Game Friday
Night at S o'Clock

-

I t

Fo
2

Detroit Area Is Hit By
Freak Tornado; Many Hurt

Murray Route V

' SLAVING IN GERMANY
lated from West Point. are guests friepds.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Irvan and
for several days of
their aunt.
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale and Mr. children of Durham. N. C.. spent
Summer has really been here for
Mr. and Mrs Fred Cooper of 1 Ragsdale.
last week-end in Murray. Their
the past week or so, and we are
Highland Park, Mich.. are visiting
remained
little
daughter.
Barbara,
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott were
beginning to need rain.
their parents. Mr. and Mrs J. W.
McKenzie. Tenn.. Last for a visit with her grandparents,
Cooper and Mr. and Mrs. T. S. j called • (1:1
Mr. and. Mrs. Earl Stone arid
!week to attend the funeral of Mr. Mr_ and Mrs. Lock Hargrove. Miss
Wilkerson of the county
family. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Stone
1 Scott's sister-in-law. Mrs. John Janice Weatherly returned to Durand sons, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. JohnDETROIT, June 17 - Fifteen ,ir capitated," the Canadian press reMiss Jo Nell Outland has ree l Scott.
ham with Mr. and Mrs. Irvan for
son, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thurman twenty lives were lost in a tornado ported.
turned to her work at Royal Oak.
a visit.
Mr: and Mrs Wells Overlies- and
and date hter. and Mr.- and Mrs. that struck the Detroit area About
Mich. rife r spending two weeks
Several hundred Chrysler ConMr. and Mrs. Raymond Willoughchildren are spending this week
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
JeerelldilY ft-pan. twettest There is. aspossibilite poretiosi workers who were at the
Jeeett: RMS. atlgaldt:LI
M. McNutt of
lay. Mr_ and Mrs
Aret41*--re401•vr*-th Bienstrighain.
dinner honoring Albert Johnson In that this list may grow as rescue meeting discussing strike
action
Johnie Outland.
Paris. .Tenn. were guests WednesMrs. W. G. Nash has 'returned
Anwric'en adjourned as soon as they got word
the home Mr. and Mrs. Clifton work continues. The
Miss Virginia Pointer. Millingday of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. McNutt.
from New York City where she
ton. Tern.Is guest this wek of
Mr. Willoughby who is employed
Murray Lions softball team. un- Johnson end family of Farmington. town of River Rouge and the CeZn- of the disaster and formed rescue
was the guest of friends for 10
.
4111., C H. Redden..
by N.C. & St.).- Railway •returned
Mr. and Mier. A. B. Thompson of adian town of Saldwieh were hard- squads to aid Sandwich residents.
der
Manager Leonard
Vaughn,
day.
Monday Sew Memphis where he
Fri- Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs. Her- est hit. Canadian authorities; re; 'the rescue work was hindered
journeyed
over
to
Paris_
last
. received a tele7
Mrs R A glee:
Mr. and Mrs. Hali Hoed left
has been hospitalized for an eye
- root and topped the Paris din Giles and family Wednesday ported about 20 killed on that side by the, lack of power, .which had
eram Monday from Mr. Shell stat- Friday for Shreveport and Ring- ,
been cut off because of the danger
injury.
Lions
9-7 on Bartop Field before it and brought Mrs. Ike Adams for a of the border.
operated
on
Saturwas
that
he
ing
gold. La.. for a week's visit with
'Flee tornado--struck sueldeolyesed of falling- wires.
crowd. of 1,000 fans.
visit with the Giles family.
Mrs. T. 0. Turner who is a paday and is improving. He is at relatives. En route they visited
Fires were reported to be breakThe Tenneseet outfit will play
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steele speet levelede...boildings in both towns.
Vaieghn Hospital. Hines. Ill., and their &welter. Miss Martha Bell tient at Houston-McDevitt Clinic
a return tilt here Friday night at the past week wills Mr. and Mrs. The lane Ford plant at River inn out as some gas mains caught
will appreciate hearing from his Hood in Memphis. They will be is improving.
8 o'clock in the Murray High Almous Steele und son, and left for Rouge Was'epared '..'hen the ter- ire.
°
friepds
Pet Crawford. son of Dr. and
accompanied home be Miss Hazel
rific force hit:
School stadium.
Acting Michigan State PoliCe
Detroit Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Edwards and Hood who has been visiting in Mrs F E Crawford. arrived home
workers rushed to the Commissioner Donald S. Leonard
Cross
Haron
mound
Red
Vest,
on
the
for
Harmon
and
Mrs.
Dave
Mr.
arid
daught, s. Milodine have sold their Louisiana.
Sunday fredi Coltuhus. 0. He
PVT. JAMES H. KEY, son of the locals, pitched outstanding hall
-home and business at Backusburg
en were Sunday. dinner guests of area to aid the stricken communi- dispatched 30 state troopers to the
Miss Cora Graves is spending has completed his freshman year Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Key, Lynn
except for the seventh inning when Mr. and Mrs. Logan Harmon. ties while police and firemen from scene immediately and after conTuesdrei
for Highland several days with her sister. Mrs. in medical school at Ohio State
and left
Grove. was drafted Jan. 3, 1946 the Tennesseans bounced out /our
communities ferring with Governor Harry F.
Park Mich. where they will make Boone Reed in Paducah.
Farmington mane surrounding
Erritt Johnson of
University where he is a memberr and was trained in Ft. Leonard
hits.
their home.
spent last week with his uncles, also hurried to the two localities. Kelly, announced that 70 others
Miss,Frankie Holland and Miss of Phi Chi Medical Fraternity. Wood. Mo. before geinrnverseas,
Fisher. catcher for Paris, played
It was feared that entire famihes were being rushed to the scene
Mrs. Hontas Lyles and Mrs. Ge- Mary Holland Jackson of Detroit After spending the summer in
April 1948. He was placed with a brilliant game in the field and Earl and Jessie Stone. and famwere "wiped out as the tornado cut .from other posts throughout the
belle Lawrince have returned from are guelle of Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Murray he expects to riturn to
the 814th' Engineer Base Equip- mill of five official trips to the bat ilies, and grandparents. Mr. and
a 100-foot swath through
Sand- state.
a visit with relatives in Michigan. Itolland and Mrs. Lhla Jones.*
Mrs. J. ele Johnson.
the university in Septeinber. Pat ment Company in t.ermany. He
collected a Walk and three hits.
A general fire alarm was sent
• Mrs Hubert Howard of OwensBotch
Mrs. Sue Salmon and
Mr. and Mis. Norman
Klapp was discharged from the Navy in is a graduate of Lynn Grove High
The Murrayans scored 2 runs in spent Wednesday with Mreand Mrs.
'Many of the viotims were de- out in the area.
boro is visitire her parents. Mr. were Sunday guests of Mr. and December:
School.-and was a student in Mur- the first inning. 2 in the sevond
a
'end Mrs. J. B. Rcbertson. and at- Mrs. Bourke- Mantle in BardwelL
Mrs. Joe Baker has as her guests ray State when he entered ser- and 5 in the fourth frame. The George•Linville and daughter. Lit-4ending - the _summer term at Murhome.
-Ile
John
returned
Mr and Mrs.. Toinmie" Howard this week her parents. Mr. and vice
Parisians collected 2 rune in the
.e.
ia-3r State College.
were week-end
Mrs. Sue Salmon and sons :sad
guests of Miss Mrs. J. W. Stitt of .Clarksdale.
first stanza, 1 in the sixth and 4
daughElkins.
Miss
Dianne
• Little
Dorabell Baird .in Barlow
Mrs. Bess Linville called on Mr. and
Miss. and her aunt, Mrs. Charles
en th.. seventh.
ter of Mr,' and Mrs. W C. Elkins
Mrs Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.. is Sedberry of Union City.
Mrs. A. W. Simmons Wednesday
The tentative lineup for the
bar- reterned home after a emtniee- spindling several days this - week
afternoon.
Ml'. Seer' emons is imMerle H. Basden of Little Rock.
.gsme
here
Friday
night
at
8:00
limy at Mason Hospital.
in Nashville as the guest of Mrs. Ark.. joined Mrs. Basden for the
proving.
o'clock.
according
to
Manager
Mr and Mrs. John Overbey and Jack McElrath,
Miss Norma Sue Simmons is visitweek-end at the home of her paVaughn, is as fololen:
thildren. Billy- and Linde. spent
Misses Gladys and Meatus Swenn rents. Mr. and Mrs. 'ester Orr.
ing her aunt, Mrs. Stella i/eilsor
Gini_Jeffrey, fhort field: Torn
last week" with Mrs. Overbey's are home for the simmer visiting Vester Orr. Jr. accompanied Mr.
.JERUSALEM. June 17- British Moore Williams third base: Hal and Mr. Wilson this week.
parents,' Mr. and Mrs Luther Rob- their father. W. F. Swarm of Lynn Basden to Little Rock for a two
Miss Dot Farris visited Miss Suthrough K. Kingine catcher; Gordon Santroops deployed tonight
Grove. Miss Gladys Swann teaches weeks visit.
ertson. of Olive Blvd_
the troubled areas of the Holy ders. first base; Heron
West, zanne Nix Monday.
Miss Mary Evelyn Russell. who in Hampshire, Tenn. .and Miss
Mrs. Ruby St. John and Kay. and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hatton of Land seeking to halt a wave ef pitcher: Noel Melugin, second base;
taught the past v. inter at Zeigler. Meatus Swann is instrusesr in the
terrorism and violence which al- Richard Farrell. shortstop; Ralph Mrs. _Eva Farris §hopped in PaShreveport.
La.
are
'spending
sevis home with her mother. Mrs 'chore at Ittbrietta. Ga.
Monday.
eral days with Mrs. Hatton's aunt. ready has breurht death to six Wear, center field: Clare MegaV- ducah
from 0.55
'
Fifty-nine beautiful cabin sites ranging in size
Hardernan Hendon. son of Mr.
eA. D. Russell.
Mr. and Mrs. ielna Farris arid
Jews and three British soldiers and ern, right field: James Shelton. left
Downs
and
Mr.
Clyde
Mrs.
to 6.05 acres, heated in (allots ay County, Kentucky. between
•Garvin Wilson • is en operative_ and Mrs. Lamar Hendon. is a stuDot,
Ervin
Miller
and
daughters,
severed all ef Palestine's frontier
Downs_
Lick Branch and Blood River ernhasenents of Kentucky Lake,
pettent at the leausten-McDevItt dent at David Lipscomb College.
• ---and Mr-and Mrs. Leaman Nix and
Cpl. Kenneth R. Manniegs has bridges..
Nashville. Tenn.. where he is
'
will he 'old at public auction to the highest bidder for cash.
children were Sunday dinner inests
While the search was on for the
Dr. and Mrs R. D
and studying business administration, returned to Camp Atterbury. Ind..
of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson and
To he sold suhject to conditions of the legal Notice of Sale.
little datestier. Jean. of St. Peters- He returned from the Navy April after spending a e0-4ay furlough Jewish amgs which destroyed the
children.
burg. Fla
.visiting Miss Lillian S. 194& after more than two years with his grandfather W. M. ,m_an- _bridges.ea seer its. _ of ex elseions ocJUNE 27, STARTING AT 10:00 A. M.
Mn and Mrs. William Grubbs
the important port of
curred
Holloesell. and father. .J. M. Hol- service. He served 21 months in nine and other relatives. Mr. an
Columbes Ball, a meCreary coun- visited Mrs. Warrick Wilson in Maof
HopkinsManning
C.
W.
the
Mrs.
came
from
Haifa.
The
blasts
Trinidad. B W.I
Sale Will Be Held On The Premises
lowell of Kingsport. Tenn.
ty- farmer, told County Agent son Hospital sevi..ral times last
Clyde 0. Erwin spent a -two- vine were week-end visiters in the direction of Palestine railway shops George D. Corder how much vetch week.
To reach subdivision site folio.% markers on road intersectDr. and Mrs -Robert
Edersole.
near Haifa bay. The shops were and rye made a double crop by
liduskagee. Okla. Mts. J. D. Nan- weeks vacation here with his•rela- home.
ing Kentucky themes 94, six nines northeast from Murray.
Mrs. May Grubbs visited Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon McIver.. /ice Nixola under heavy Yttack and fires were providing pasture and green ma- Mrs. William Grubbs Monday night.
nee. Mrs Milburn Conner of Chests tires around South Pleasant Grove.
Kentucky.
nut Glade. Tenn., spent Monday end his uncle. W. S. Erwin. May- Wrather. of Camden. Tenn.. tees raging there.
nure to turn under.
field.
Mr.
Erwin
is
machinitt
in
aunt.
Mrs.
aunt
Mrs.
Robert
Clayguest
:of
her
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO
with their
the house
In the past 24 hours six Jewish
Print Finishing and
ke sowed 100 pounds of vetch
• George Rhea of Stella: last we.:.k.
foo. and Miss Elizabeth Whitnell. the Louisville railroad shops.
terrorists were killed in attacks' on seed and four bushels of balboa rye
Developing
V. L. STANTON
Mrs. Edersole lived in Murray as ',Mr and Mrs. Ralph Wear- were
Mrs. Clarencha Leek of Naih- the bridges. One British officer on two and three-tenths acres. On
a girl and was Miss Georgia Lee week-end guests of Mr arid Mrs. ville. Tenn.. is visiting this week was killed while dismantlin's a February 24 he turned in six catPerjsien Building
119 1-2 &set Washington Street
Albert - Enderlin of Blytheville. in the home of her-brother. Hasten mire placed ueder one
Felts_
bridge. tle and two horses. After 51 days
CENNESSEE
Jimmy Kleppe spent the week- Ark - Mr Enderlin. formerly em- Wright and family of Stella.
while two British. soldieri were in- of grazing there still was a big
203 sOleT11 SIXTH ST.
end with his brother. Gene Fair- ployed by the Ledger & Times, is
Mr. and Mrs. Hasten Wright and jured fatelly in a clash between growth to plow under for corn.
Phone 387
a partner in the Sam Norris Print- son. Rheamond. are in St. Louis
child. in Paducah'
troops and Arabs at Gaza Parka,
ing
Company
and
is
director
of
; Lt. Moir). H Pardue. US Navy
this week on business They were
The Palestine governmept anof Long Beach. Calif.. and It Tom production,
accompanied by Mr. Wright's 'sis- nounced that all train service beRev Tom C Nix and Mrs. Nix ter. Mrs. Clarendia Leek and while
Pardue. who has recently gradu
tween Palestine. Syria and Transof Georgetown visited John Riley there will visit Mr. Wright and
Jordan had been halted by the dee.
s and other relatives recently.
Mrs. Leek's sister. Mrs. Colbert struction of the railway bridge nye
Mr and Mrs. Watson Roberts Smith of Granite City. 1,11..1,11..and,
Amities
IC:mama_same.
nave returned from Leine Beach. their aunt. Mrs. W. A, Downing
wrecked was the famous
Calif. to enter school at Murray Alton. III.
over the river Jordan. chief Ili.
State.
Mrs. Rodney Moore. Detroit. is
and Transee
Mr and Mrs B. S. Adams. of visiting her parents. Mr and Mrs. between Palestine
clan.
Lubbock. Tex.. and Mrs Edwin Fred Berber
The British army said that C.
Haddock
Staton. ..Tex . have remen-the entire male population
•urned to -their
homes after a
the village of Beth Haavara on I h.
week's visit with Mr and Mrs. Ed
Dead Sea-as well as 12 either awe
Adams of North Fourth street and
arid two women suspects lpre
other relatives,
under arrest in connection with the
R. H. Adams. of Detroit. Mich..
destruction of the hiehway are
At The
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs Ed
rail bridges. One of the worn,Adams and Mrs. Frank Moffitt.
If ye ulde fishermen want to find was sufferreg
bullst wound in Us
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Chesshir
out how e, land the "big unse. all chest. .
and son and Mr. Summit of Sheryeu
hevhave'to do is to get in touch
Phone 55
Police dogs, allowed first
:.
man. Tex. are visiting Miss Ruth
Cutchin read other relatives and with Pat Merrell. 13-year-old son prowl in•the beidee wreckage, led
of Mr. arid Mrs. Solon Darnell
troops to the village. The soldiers
%pile fishing in Clark's River erdered all men to leave the villa:'.
one day this week!' up near the confines. The village 'Icteder
railroad
bridge on the Concord fueed, and as .the soldiers' march,
eiehway. Pat was casting with his into the place, the inhabitants
•
•
..t rod and was getting nice dis- men and women--linked arms ai
i
ce with a good degree of ac- barred the way until the troops [-: curacy Pet made a cast over in
moved the meh at bayonet point.
!Shadow
a stump near the
.iik and wham'
somi thine
REV. HARGIS TO PREACH
struck _his bait and made madly off
-up the river. Pat battled his cat-ch
•
with the calmness arid alertness of - The Rev. .Henry Hargis will i
h
at
Pleasant
Valley
at
2:30
I
veteran at fhe game
Hs reeled
Today you have a dottlile mason for taking
and re elect out and held on des- "no June, 21. The public is invited !
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AUCTION SALE

Extremists In Holy
Land Start New
Wave of Terrorism

of

Center Ridge Cabin Site Subdivision

by
Tennessee Valley Authority

•••

LT. C
RECE
Lt

ci ived

after
221e I
in' thi
eagem
He is
Colciw
vice
Murra

Vetch And Rye
Do Double Job

-

REA

Pig

DONELL STUDIO

4

'e

or

111 RINTING

•

PENALTY WILL APPLY ON

July 1, 1946
Please avail yourselves of these licenses before expirIction date.

j

••

• ately Time marched on, te.
beamed down urirelentless]
e Pat fought on and as the shad
e of - twilight grew heavier te
la ndee
ins fieherman
• fish
It seas none other than a 42e
ti Alligator gar whiceeeweighe
at an even 8 pounds. •
Hat-off -to young Darnell who
.eded such a mean fellow wit!
flimsy caiting rod. It was a fee'
ry fewmen coule feriae'

ilelcome to Murray,
New Residents
James P. Lassiter. 203- N 16th S
A M' Feeley. s204 South 1541 Si
Raymond °Edwards. 903 Olive ,Sr
E. Retleicke 103 N 13th St.
en3.N eth St
N. D
-

(1)Sgr
0

How women and girls
»lay get wanted relief

L

from functional

periodic

pain

OW
KN

Is a hou:(1 metctrie which
many women ray has brought relief
from the cramp-like agar,' and ner-'
vow strain of junctional periodic
distress litre's bow It May kelp:
4 Taken like a tonis.
It tenure stimulate
**pout.. aid
thus belts bui:d resi.t4nre, for the 'timeto come.
LOOK
Started 3 days be
:5170
lore ' your Urns". it
fks
sbould hela relieve
help*
rein due to purely tunetaunal periodic causes.
Try Cardul. If it helps, you'll
be glad you did
ConSul

OW
SERVICE.
l!CEEPS
'MAT
CAR
0u1 CA
RUIN11411146

2

.vL CARDIJI

•

idly as possible, it will be sonic time before enough
new cars are built to supply all who want them. In
,the meantime,- it's a common

SellSC

•

ono rear

FOR

VOL

U. S. Army

T'4 1S
I• sow ,
crier poorriS,

LESTER NANNEY
29 Federal Budding
PADUCA1-1, KY.

::1
44

precaution to

give your car the best possible care and attention.
li•ur Ford dealer has the- skilled inechanks

••

and modern eilpment to save you tinie and money.
•So it's
Right now he can give you _fast service,•
good bu-siness to bring your car "home" to your
Ford dealer. tic knows your car best- uses gekiine
Ford parts—and gives you fric;ndlY,dependable sere.
ice. Remember - - Ford's out in front in service,tool

6,11

101

Army veterans who held certain
Military' Occupational Speciallief
may reenlist in a grade commensu•
rat• with their still and experience,
provided they were honorably' diecharged on or after May 12, 1945and provided they reenlist before
July I,' 1946. Over three-guarteril
of a million men have joined the
new Regular Army already. MAKE
a A MILLION! Full facts are at any
Army Camp, Post. or Recruiting
Station.

*KM

Stokes-Billington Motor Co.

101

Russl

incorporated

211 MAIN

PHONE 170

.111111=111

e
•-•
•
•

eseasensees.-

•

` v••Il•sr

•

•

101IN

CV'10SF

County Court Clerk

•

- ENLIST IN A GRADE WITH
YOUR ARMY MOS
,

•

want to keep it rolling
•While proand protect your trade-in - value!•
duction of the new Ford is being increased as rap-

good care of your car.

OSST .

"MAKE IT A MILLION!"

There is ABSOLUTELY NOTHING
this office can do to save you the penalty
charges after penalty applies.

Sal

SHAPE

Occupational License

June 30,1946

r-•"—

"TRADE-IN" IN GOOD

Ledger & Times

WILL EXPIRE

Ora,
Ora;

KEEP YOUR

.

Pat Darnell Lands II
.8-Pound Gar On
Casting Rod
•

•

•
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, Fort Knox Head,
' 2 Lieutenants
' Die In Crash

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Help of Nations
!Youth Solicited by
I Dr. Studebaker

4

PP'

FORT KNOX, Ky., June 17—
Maj. Gen. Hugh J. Gaffey. 51, and
two Army lieutenants died and
four other service men suffered injuries in the crash of their B-25
plane at Godman field here late
last ,rdght.
.

41
o

The plane overshot the -landing
strip, mowed down trees and
plunged over an embankment. The
post public relations office reported.the B-25 apparently was out of
control as it came in for a landing.
Twice the plane repyrted trouble
as ft' flew here from Fort Henning,
Ga., win re General Gaffey had
attended an infantry conference.
The general, who led two famed
armored divisions in Europe during World War II, had commanded the armored school here since
last Sept. 2 and only last Tuesday
had, been named post commander.
The others killed were Lt. Allan
J. Hoenig of Trenton, N. J., post
signal officer and Lt.. Robert A.
Peter of Long Island City, N. Y., F
_ the plane's pilot.
_ Of the injured, taken to Fort !AMINO.
Knox hospital, only Sgt. Michael
E. Devine of Manchester. N. H.,
was hurt seriously. He was the
pla,ne's engineer.
Others injured: Capt. Gordon K.
Steele, Fort Knox; Lt. Carl LindePictured above are Mr. and Mrs. Arthur John Long whose marriage
man. Jr.. of Hackensack, N. J., as- was.
an interesting event of June 5th. Mrs. Long is the former Miss
sistant post signal officer, and S
Mary Harriett Fenton, daughter of Mr. Harry Fenton.
2-c Vernon J. Wisotyre, Eau Claire,
Wisc., a passenger on the plane.

*

LT. CHARLES FRED BROACH
RECEIVES DISCHARGE
Lt (i.g.1 Charles Fred Broach rece ived his discharge June 10,- 1946.
after 37 month; in the Navy, and
months on sea duty serving
in the Pacific with invasion engagements in Leyte and Okinawa.
He is the son of Mrs. Izetta Broach,
Colctwater.
Before entering service Mr. Broach was a student in
Murray State College.
•
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

Kentucky Takes Top Physicist, Chemist,
Awards at Tri-State Engineer Exams
Lamb Show and Sale Are Announced
The United States Civil Service
Commission today announced examinations for the
positions of
physicist, citemist, and engineer in
the Federal service at the P-1 grade,
$2,644.80 a year. Persons meeting
The champion lamb was owned the education -or experience reby Joe Millikan, Lyon County 4-H quirements may compete for probaboy. Weighing 105 pounds it sold tional appointments, which lead to
for $2.20 a pound. Mary Ruehing, permanent status.
also of Lyon County, had the reSeparate registers ot eligibles for
serve champion. a 90-pound lamb the position of physicist will be
that sold for $1.25 a pound.
maintained in Washington, D. C..
Torn Phillips of Simpson County and in the Sixth U. S. Civil Serhad the champion pens of three and vice.41egion comprising the States
Live lambs. The three sold for 32 of phio. Indiana and Kentucky.
cents a pound and the five for Chemist and engineer positions to
26 1-2 cents. James Rushing of be filled are located in WashingLyon County 1,..at 25 1-2 cents a ton, D. C.. and the immediate
pound for his champion pen of 10 vicinity.
lambs.
To qualify for the-se positions all
In the ring of single lambs. Ken- applicants must pass written exam•acky 4-H club members won in inations. Persons filing application
•,is order: Joe Millikan.
Lyon resist meet the following requirecounty: Mary Rushing, Lyon Coun- ments. For physicist and chemist.
ly: Russell Bingham. Lyon County; applicants must have completed a
Bobby Davis. Union County, and 4-year college course which includrom Carter, Crittenden County.
ed 24 semester hours in physics or
On pens of three lambs. Ken- 30 semester hours in chemistry, or
tuckians made the first five plac- they must have had such courses
rigs in this order: Tom Phillips, plus experience in the appropriate
S.tillikan, field to equal 4 years of education
a--'
and experience. Applicants for the
of engineer must have completed a standard college professional engineering curriculum or
4 years of experience in technical
engineering, or a time equivalent
combination of this education and
experience. The age aiinits (18 to
620 are waived for persons entitled to . veteran preference. Further details are contained in ,the
examination announcements.
Applicittion forms and information concerning where to file them
may be obtained fruit the Corn mission's local secretary, C. W.
Welding,- located at United States
Post Office. Murray. Ky., or from
any first or second class post office.
from 'Civil Service Commission regional offices, or from the Commission's central office in Washington, D. C.
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TROUBLES" and
PLUS• "PICK UP YOURLATEST
FOX NEWS

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
It's a happy, jolly song and
fun fest with the best in
music,thrills and adventure!

ROY ROGERS
King of the Cowboys

TRIGGER
The Smartest Ione is tb. Novi.%
e

7...t..4" GEORGE -laBBI" HAYES
mad DALE IEV.1 NS
.s• ROBERT LII,IN•STON • MORONI OLSEN
MARC LAWIENIE . LI (ILLE iLEASON
e aed

a.mt BOB NOLAN
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS

.
i- I
• "GANDY GOOSE EXTERMINATOR"
and "ARTHER IN BABYLAND"

PLUS

SUNDAY and MONDAY
THERE NEVER WAS A WOMAN
LIKE GILDA!

AS

SPECIAL

Gilda'
with

For One Week
ONLY

GLENN FORD
• GEORGE McCREADY

• JOSEPH CALLE!A

as her powerful dramatic portrayal—great,
too, is this dancing Hayworth—singing "Put the
Blame on Mame!"

Great

TUESDAY anctAVEDNESDAY

STARTING MONDAY-JUNE 24

-PLUS-

RUNNING THROUGH JUNE 29

Brakes Lined, and Labor
Included, on the Following Cars:

GABLE'S BACK
444GARSON'S GOT HIM!

6'64

thee&

5,
(7)5 Ili MING I PRODIXTION Of

5
.

CHEVROLET
FORD
DODGE
PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER
DESOTO
NASH

10.00
ONE WEEK
ONLY

Munday Equipment & Auto Parts
RAY MUNDAY

Phone 163

W. B. DAVIS

WATCH THE
SPARKS FLY
IN THIS NEW
ROMANCE I

P.DruCtD SY
SAM ZiMBALIST
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with • MERLE OBERON • LAURENCE OLIVIER
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Tom TULLY • John GUALEN
Richard HAYDN • Lino ROMAY
Harry DAVENPORT

"Wuthering
Heights"
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THURSDAY ONLY
IT'S COMING BACK BECAUSE YOU
ASKED FOR IT. . . the never to be forgotten
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VICTOR FLEMING
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RITA HAYWORTH

The Annual Homecoming at the
Friendship Church of Christ is
planned for the fourth Sunday in
June (June 231. We are inviting
all of the former preachers to be
present on this occasion. Bro.
Clarence Mayfield froth Brown's
Grove is to be present to direct the
sang .service. The regular Bible
Study is scheduled for 10 a.m, and
the preaching service at 11 a m. A
,special song service is planned for
the afternoon, beginning at 2 p.m.
Also short talks by visiting ministers and others. EVERYONE IS
INVITED. Come and bring a basket dinner. Tables will be provided to spread at the dinner.

Lyoit..43ottit4y: Mary Rushing. Lyon
County; Owen Patterson. Ohio
County. and
Russell Bingham,
Lyon County.
On pens of five lambs. Tom Phillips of Simpson . County
placed
first; James Bennett and Jack Milliken of Lyon County. second and
third. respectively; James Bates.
Henderson County. fourth, and
James Rushing, Lynn County, fifth
James and Mary Rushing; Lyon
County, placed first and second respectively on pens of 10 lambs:
Barbara Van Fleet. Ohio County,
third; Tam Phillips„Simpson County. fourth, and Bobby - Davis, Union
ICollhty, fifth.

' VINCENT PRICE
LYNN BARI'

Coltimhia Piettireq present!

EVery returning vetersit-is a potential asset to Calloway County:
let's see that , every one finds an
economic opportunity here
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TODAY ONLY

Legion to SpOnsor
Wallace Bro. Shows
September 2-7th

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF
I
CHRIST
W. 0. Falwell, Minister

•

•

The
NEW YORK—Dr. John 41.4Stude- Elm Grove Baptist Church
will
The second annual Kentucky Nabaker, commissioner of the U. S. have its closing exercises on Fri- tiqnal Coon bog Field Trial, held
Office of Education, today called day evening at 8:00 o'clock. Friends last Sunday. June 16, was an
overon the nation's school children, col- and relatives are invited to at- whelming success according
to
lege youth, and educational leaders tend.
Noble Dick, who was in charge of
to help provide "first-aid" meals
the event.
to people overseas who are sufferA large crowd attended.
ing from hunger and.. starvatim MEMORIAL DAY AT PALESTINE
Twelve hundred dollars -was ofIlls statement was made public at CHURCH SATURDAY, JUNE 29. fered in prizes, with about 150
national headquarters of the EmThe annual Memorial Day will dugs entered in the contest.
ergency Food CollLetiejn.
A list of the winners could not'
be held at the Palestine Church,
"Many children in famine-swept Saturday,
June 29. Everyone is be obtained.
lands are too weak from hunger invited
The trial was held on the 'Fred
to attend stated H. W.
to play," Dr. Studebaker declared. Williams,
Barber farm, about four miles
secretary.
"Others are dying of starvation.
out on the Hazel and Paris high"hose who manage tn survive' may
way on the blacktop road.
never be strong in body, and their
hearts will be bitter.
H. L. Oakley To Head
"Their embittered spirits could
Industrial Arts At
definitely endanger world peace.
Murray State
For our own sake, as well as for
theirs, we must do everything
Prof. H. L. Oakley, formerly city
possible to assure them food now,
With meat harder to get every superintendent of industrial arts.
because these are the children day, the suggestion that farmers try Lexington, and formerly commandwhom our own boys and girls to produce a better supply
for their ing officer of the Navy unit at Milmust work with in the world of own tables, comes from
Grady Sel- lington, Tenn., has been appointed
- ,imorrow.
lards of the. *Kentucky College of to have charge of industrial arts at
"Gifts to the Emergency Food Agriculture and Home Economics. Murray State College, Presiden•
.'ollection
can assurs
first-aid
Just at this time of food scarcity, Ralph H. Woods announced today.
meals to famine victims that will Sellards said more farmers should
A native of Trigg County, Mr
be as important as first-aid treat- go back to the old-time practice Oakley attended Western Kentucky
ments given to people injured in of home-meat production. In other State Teachers College and the
accideqt1 .or suffering frOM Ashock." words, he would have about every University of Missouri and will asSecretary of Commerce Henry A. farmer raise a few hogs, a calf or sume his duties here in August, Dr
Wallace, national chairman of the two, some lambs and a lot,, of Woods said.
drive, stated that many children in chickens for his own table.
He will conduct courses here in
•
rural and urban areas are already
"The farmer who does this carpentering,
woodwork,
metal
giving money ro buy food and food will have the satisfaction of having work, mechanical drawing and simcanned in tin to local committees meat on the table every day, while ilar industrial arts, Murray's presiof the Emergency Food Collection. town people may be finding it dif- dent explained. This will mark the
The boys and girls in the Forest ficult to buy any,meat at all," said first time such courses have been
Park School, Atlanta, Ga., gave Sellards.
offered here in the college.
a full gallon jar of pennies to the
Since pork is such a good food,
Mr. Otkley was in the Navy for
Collection. They saved these 15,- and can be made into so many three years, attaining the rank of
504 pennies from their 'candy kinds of products, and cures
so lieutenant commander. He assisted
money.' Other children who have well, Sellards puts first
emphasis with the construction work in the
given their candy money to help on more hogs
for home-meat sup- Ninth Naval District and was- comfamine victims include kindergar- plies. While
grain is desirable to manding officer of the Navy unit
ten pupils in Wilmington. Del., feed
hogs, they can be raised on a based at Millington, Tenn.
pupils at the Overbrook School for
variety of feeds, including alfalfa
•
the Blind in Philadelphia, and
and clover, milk, buttermilk and
students at the Pleasant Home
waste scraps from the kitchen. Hogs
High School in a rural community
allowed to run about the place may
near Andalusia, Ala. Collections
pick up a large part of _their livof food canned in tin are being
made by many youth groups in- ingg. Sellards pointed out.
It was suggested that farmers
cluding Boy Scouts. Girl Scouts,
The American Legion has conand Future Farmers of America. form meat rings to provide a supply tracted to sponsor Wallace Bros..
Students in one school of Yonk- of fresh meat. Each member of a Shows which will appear Labor
ers, N. Y., held a paper drive and ring furnishes a fat animal to be Day, September 2, through the 7 turned in the proceeds. $103.32 to slaughtered at a time mutually The show will be held on the Wilagreeable to all, and the carcass
the local Collection Committee.
liams lot, the former skating rink
Mrs Wallace announced that con- divided among all members.
location.
tributors to the Emergency Food
According to the sponsor it is a
Collection may deduct the value ors in arriving at their taxable net bigger and better show than ever
of their gifts from their income income.
before and probably the only reatax payments. A ruling from the
Residents of any area io which son for its appearance in Murray
Treasury Department states that local committees are not orgqnized is the fact that Ernie Farrow Jr.
both the cash given to the Collec- may send their gifts by check or who is connected with the show
tion to buy food for famine vic- money order directly to Lee Mar- is a graduate qf Murray - Training
tims and the value of contributed shall. executive director. Emergen- , School and attended Murray State
canned food are deductible 'by don- cy Food Collection,
'College.

CAPITOL
Saturday and Sunday

I Coon Dog Field
Trial Attracts
Large Crowd .
Vacation Bible School of the

Suggests Farmers
Provide More Meat
For Own Families

I

Kentucky boys and girls, competing with Indiana and Illinois. captured top honors in the 4-H Club
division of the annual Tri-State
lamb show and sale at Evansville,
Ind.
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ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
HAS CLOSING EXERCISES
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THE LEDGER

GE FOUR
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Mrs. H. L. Tidwell 4-nd Clyde Dell,
Mr and Mrs. George Marine. Mr.
and Mrs James Potts and Jamie,
' all
and Mrs Irvan Liam Ray-,nd Hargrove. Mr. end •Mrs. Ureau Starks, and Rob Williams.
I

•- •

MRS. H. I. SLEW), Editor,
Telephone 247 ,
BLAKELY REUNION HELD
.AT CITY PARK SUNDAY

Th Blakely reunion was held at
the City Perk Sunday. June 16. A
basket lunch was' spread, and the
- afterneires was spent in -emging arid
conversatem
•

I
.

•

It was plaiined that on third
Sunday in June of each ,s ear the
reunion will be held at the City
Park .
' the closing prayer each
After
left expressing an. enjoyable day.
Those priaent • were:
Mr and Mrs. R. W Hendricks.
Mr .end Mrs. W. E Blakely. Mr
and Mrs W. G. Blakely and grandMr Jam Edd Tucker. Mr and
son,
Mrs..
J W Clark. Arthur and Key
Cleaver, Mr. and Mrs. Oakland
Cunningham and Clara Nell. Mr
and Mrs Jim Strader, Mr . and
Mrs Reginald Butterworth.-Mr. and Mrs. Jen; Egner and
Buddie, Mr and Mrg. Lloyd Tucker
ahd twins, Mrs R C. Moores-and
Colleen and Bibby. Mr and Mrs.
Wilson Parka' and children. Mr.
and Mrs. B. H. Mizell and Sydney
Shaw. Clarksville. Tenn. Mrs. CosDow
key Muss, Mr. and Mrs
Clark, Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. Ebb
Clark and J. W and Lucille.'
Mr. and Mrs Huston Miller and
Ann. Mr and Mrs. Ryan Graham
W.
and' Jerry. Mr
and Mrs. R
Blakely. Mr and Mrs. Jemes BlakeIY. Mr Keys. Blakely and Etilly. Mr
and Mrs. John Graham. Mr. a,nd
and
Mrs. Herschel Pace. Janie
Ronald Pace. Mrs. Zdd Stroud and
Crandall. Mrs. Allen McCoy. Mr
arid Mrs. Paul Daily and Paul Jr
Mr and Mrs Elvie Hale. Turnmie and Sue Hale. Mr. and Mrs
H V Wellston. Mr. and Mrs VP
R. Walston and
Bob Jr. Mary
Ruth end Anna June Gardrier.
Elizabeth Crouse. Jennie
Anna
Clark Curd• and daughter. Crece
kett. Calif.. Dave Redden. Mi and
Print Finishing and
Developing

DONELL STUDIO
eol f Li SIXTH sT.
Phone 367

Miss Margar

•••

PARTY HONORS MISS JANE
SEXTON. BRIDE-ELECT
A ...lovely party honoring Miss
Jane Sexton. bride-elect of J. W.
Atkins.. Jr.. ref McKenzie. Tenn.,
was the dessert bridge which was
given Tuesday evening by -. Mrsat and atts,„.,Cdewsela
Heron
Hayes at The home of the former's
mother. Mrs. Luther Robertsolt
Cut flowers were ueed in decoration throughout the roorms. The
small tables were centered with
bouquets of sweet peas, and the
honoree's place was marked with
Tallies were in the
a corsage
bridal motif.
At the conclusion of the gam$
the prize for high saore was
W'
Awls Drake*
3%arded
travel prize to Miss Frances Sexton, and rummy prize to Miss
Charlotte Owen. The honoree was
preeented a gift from the hosteases:
Included in the hospitality were
Messes Jane Sexton, Lula Clayton
Mary and Ruth Lassiter,
Beale'
Marilyn Mason, Madge Patterson,
Charlotte Owen. Ruth and Frances
Sexton. and Annie Smith. Mesdames J. D. Sexton, W. Lewis
Drake. Bernard Bell.. W. C. Elkins. James M. Lassiter. Beale Outland. Will H. Whanel. John T. Irvan. Ed West. Ben T. Cooper. Tom
Moore Williams. Sam Goodman.
odney Moore. James H. Alexander of McKenzie. Tenn.. Tom Rowhit. James. Rudy Allbritten. John
Ed Scott and Luther Robertson.
HICKS-HATCHER WEDDING
The marriage of Miss Mary Lee
Hicks, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
S. J. Hicks of Murray. Route 5. to
Mr. Hugh Hatcher, son of Mrs.
Glen Morgan of Los Angeles. Cal..
was solemnized at 4:00 o'clock on
June 5. with Judge Pink G. Curd
took
wedding
The
officiating.
Place in the office of Judge Curd.
Present for the wedding were
her mother. Mrs_ Ida Hicks. Katie
Nell Hampton of Lynn Grove, Mr.
W B. Patterson, and Mr R. H.
Lamb
Mr and Mrs. Hatcher plan to
make their home in Los Angeles.
They left Sunday. June 9. with Mr.
and Mrs , Glee Morgan for California. Enru..• 'hey will stop in
.elatiees.

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE FURS
Cleaned — Glazed — Fully Insured — Moth-Proof
COLD STORAGE — FIREPROOF VAULT
Temperature and humidity automatically controlled — Wool Snits.
rests. Blankets. t onsforts, Rath Robes and Heavy winter cartaans. all
ran tie cleaned and stored for as little as SI ISO each SEND TII,EM IN
ALLAT1ON and GET YOUR RECEIPT.
TODAS'. DECLARE 101LE
PAY NOTHING UNTIL TAKEN OUT NEXT FALL
TELEPHONE 234

BOONE CLEANERS
MeotiG.e4. *
OF PIERS AND CLEANERS

*

If A Voice Is Heard Apparently in Anger
.it might emanate from Miss Frances Bradley,
who ventured into the Vapobath business with a
franchise from a company with more than 300
units in the country.
It may be that their booklets recommended the
bath too broadly as being good for the inner man;
however a bath will be good for any person at
many times. It looks hard that she should be padlocked like a "blind tiger" or a book-maker's joint;
however she will have to face and defend a suit
which will be aided by all rivals.in her trade. We
must believe she is innocent until proven guilty.
Thc trouble is that these regulators may come
into the sanctity of the Saturday night bather and
that the government may busy itself in the matter
of foot washing as practiced by the Old Baptists
in many sections, requiring a certain type of basin,
and that individual towels shall be used to gird the
loins of etch individual, and that OPA might decide it unnecessary usage. It certainly looks like
that all bathing will be required to take place in
the open, and bathing suits will be much smaller
in the future.
It looks as if the ambitious business people of
the progressive town of Murray will have to apply to the centralized government to sell dogs,
tin lizzies and chawing tobacco. For convenience
and to save time I would recommend applying for
a branch office of all governmental activities at
Columbus which is available yet.

....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••
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"UNi°14
Key Weds Donald Crawford!PAW"
ELMUS HOUSTON'SAT
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Houston was the scene of a
!family picnic on Tuesday evening
honoing
several • out - of - town
guests.
1. Those present included Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Houston, Jean and
Bill Houston of Dallas, Texas, Dr.
and Mrs. Riley Nix and son Bill
of Lamesa, Texas. Mrs. Mavis Mirris, Mrs. Margaret Ruth Boaz and
5011, Pan. Mr. and Mrs. George
Upchurch, Misses Sue. Elizabeth
lied."GeOrge Anhe tTlichurch, Mr.
aid Mrs. Sammie Downs, Mr. arid
Mrs. Edwin Stokes, Will Ed Stokes.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stamps and
daughter. Betty Lou, Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Downs and sons. Kenneth
and Gary, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Thornton and daughters, Eleanor
Margaret of Cana Grande.
and
Ariz.. Mrs. Ethel Lassiter, Joe
Ward. Perry Thornton. Mr. and
Mrs. Elinus Houston and Miss
Estelle Houston.
.•

Beforean arrangement of huc- Jarbo of Bloomington.
Mrs. Hire, the bride's mother,
kleberry vine, and smilax with
ouches of blue delphinium and wore an aqua mesh dress with
white gladioli and lighted with a pink flowered hat and a rose corlumber of cathedral candles Miss sage. Her accessories were white.
Helen Margaret Hire, daughter of Mrs. Herbert Drennon. the brideDr. and Mrs. Charles Hire, 215 groom's mother, was dressed in a
a Masters from Vanderbilt UniEast Eighth street, Bloomington. black silk crepe with chiffoa yoke,
versity at Nashville, Tenn.
pink
a
wore
and
Ind.. and Herbert Neal Drennon. and pink half-hat
Out of town guests at the wedson of Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Dren- rose corsage. Her accessories were
ding and reception were Mrs. Anna
non, of Stet. College. Miss., were black.
united in marriage, at twelve noon
After the ceremony the couple C. Hire of Albion, grandmother of
the bride: John M. Fawain, Duluth,
in the chapel of the First Metho- left under a shower of rice.
dist Church III Bloomington, ThursImmediately following the wed- Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert HarMiss
day. June 13.
ding. a -reception was held in the rell, Miss Joan Harrell And
The Dr. Merrill B. McFall of- Hire home for the wedding guests. Ida Pearl Mann, all of Collierville,
ficiated during the double ring Mrs. H. L. Swain presided over Tenn.; Dr. and Mrs. Herbert DrenPreceding the cere- the register as They came on the non and. Rodney Drennon of State
ceremony.
mony Miss Ida Pearl Mann of Col- spacious front porch which was College. Miss.; Mrs. MAO G. Carplayed . organ beautifully decorated with bas- man and Dr. Ploy Robbins of MurTenn.,
lierville,
music of "Ave Maria" by Schubert, kets of suitable, bridal flowers. ray; Mr. and Mrs. John Bailey of
F.
"The Rosary" by Nevin, and dur- Mrs. Benson F. McLaughlin met Greenwood; Mr. and Mrs. B.
ing- the ceremony "To A Wild the guests at the door.. The brides" McLaughlin and Keith McLaughMrs.
Rose" by McDO-Well, and "Trau- table was covered with an import- lin of Noblesville; Mr. and
cloth, centered by a H. L. Swain. Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
lace
mereia by Schumann. - William ed
Philip Swain and Miss
Fox, of Bloomington i formerly of three-tiered wedding cake topped
BETTY CAROL LASSITER
Murray), violinist, played Wientaw- with miniature bride and groom. Carolyn Swain of Lizton.
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
skas "Romance," and Miss Barbara Pastel flowers of pink and blue
surBetty Carol Lassiter celebrated Atkins sang Grieg's "I Love You," interlaced .with lacy fern
Night" by rounded the mirror on which the
her fourth birthday Friday after- and "Calm As The
cake was placed. Burning tapers
noon with a party at the home of Bohm.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. ,Price
The maid of hopor, Miss Elea- softly lighted the living and dinLassiter. The little guests were nore Hire, sister of the bride, en- ing rooms where the seventy-five
entertained with games and toys tered wearing a floor-length blue guests were gathered. Standing in
during the afternoon. An ice gown of organza, with long torso, front of a large mirror the groom
course, with tae' beautifully em- sweetheart neckline, shirred bo- assisted the bride in cutting the
bossed birthday cake, was served. dice, and short puffed sleeves. Miss first piece of cake. After which,
Those present inclubed Jennie Jon Harrell of Collierville, Tenn., Mrs. M. G. Carman helped to serve
Sue and Frankie
Stubblefield, was gowned in pink organza fash- the guests. Punch vase served
S Judy Carr, Glenda Jones, Pat Cal- ioned the 'same as the maid of from the buffet from a large cryshood. Ann Clanton Miller, Ann honor.
white lacy tal bowl by Mary Elizabeth McThey wore
leunn, Billy Overbey. Clara Ann half-bonnets, and short white lace Ilween.
After the reception the bride
Wilson, Joanne Wilmuth, Vernon gloves, and carried colonial bou.else .a seta,
Shays; Stubblefield and Lynn Hahs. quets of pink and blue flowers. tossed her bouquet from the top
•• •
tied with bows and streamers of of the stairway and it was caught
by Miss Barbara Atkins.
BOGARD-CROUSE WEDDING
contrasting ribbons.
5
ON SATURDAY. JUNE 15
The bride was given in marriage
The couple then left on a wedby her father and was beautiful ding trip to Laramie, Wyoming,
1.t eat asacc er'aidgree
Miss Robbie Bogard, daughter in a gown of white satin.
The with the bride traveling in a toast
, Standing before an embankment!wedding cake asoti' center appoint- of Mr. and Mrs. Ogden Bogard. deep yoke outlined with a bertha brawn wool suit
with darker
cut
was
cake
The
with a and Laverne Crouse, sop of Mrs.
or greenery and summer flowers, ment
of the satin was of satin embroica brown trim and brown accessories.
at the altar of the Salem Baptist 'saber brought from the Philippine Zelna Crouse. were united in mar- ered marquisette, it and the fitted Her corsage was the orchids from
Miss riage on Saturday morning, June
Church. Lynn (*ove. Saturday,'Campaign by the groom.
bodice buttoned down the back the teridal bouquet. --June 15. Miss Margaret Key. Janet Key, sister of the bride, as- 15. at eleven o'clock. Elder L. H. by tin covered buttons. The long
After spending the summer in
Pogue read the double ring cere- sleeves ended in calla lily points;
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton sisted in the serving.
Laramie Mr. ,and Mrs. Drennon
the
home.
became
his
at
mony
Grove
Key. Lynn
Breakfast was served to the folthe gathered skirt ended in a short will go to Durhameal. C. where he
The bride wore a pastel blue train. Her finger tip veil of
bride of Mr. Donald Crawford. son 'lowing guests:
Miss Joeephina
il- wilt enter Duke University to
frock with white accessories 'and a lusion had a short face veil. White work on
of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Crawford, Crawfoid.
his Doctorate.
Chicago. Ill, it Covet
corsage of red rosebuds.
also of Lynn Grove.
The bride attended
Stephens
CAPS, LIDS
Myers, Nashville. Tenn. Mr. and ,. Immediately after the ceremony orchids surrounded with feverfew
lead
and sweet alyssum
The Rev. T. T.' Crabtree
formed the College in Columbia, Mo and reMrs, Hilton Williams, Murray, Rev. Mr. aria Mrs. Crouse left for an
&RUBBERS
the double ring ceremony at 10
bridal bouquet from which fell ceived her Bachelor of Arts deand Mrs. T. T. Crabtree. Lynn unannounced honeymoon.
They
Aaid Wow tai•Lrut tans in
o'clock before a small group of'
satin streamers caught with gree from Murray State Teachers
Grove. Miss Laurette Jones, Mr. will be at home on their return white
friends.
blossoms.
College in Murray. She played the Ball Blue. Beek, to let Yo. copy
Alvis Jones. and the bride and north of Penny where the groom
Nuptial music was presented by
Rodney Drennon of State Col- with Kryl's Symphonic Orchestra gond lOr s.hih sour name and address
groom.
is a mechanic.
lege, Miss, as best man, and the for a season and later taught mesie
Mrs. Crabtree who used the tra•
•
•
EMI NOINIMS COMPANY, Mande,Ind.
Mrs. Crawford is a graduate of
ushers were William and Everett in the Collierville. Tenn. high
ditional proeessional and recessand
School
High
Grove
Lynn
WOODMEN
CIRCLE
OFFICIIRS
ional marches. and softly played
Murray State College where 'she CLUB MEETS TUESDAY
Chopin!,S -"Poloniese" and Bond's
Sigma Sigma
•
Love'You Truly" during the pledg- was a member of
The Officers Club' of the Wood Sigma sorority and Kappa Delta
ing of the vows.
Previ- men Circle met at the home of
fraternity.
The attendants- were Miss Lau- Pi scholastic
marriage she was em- Mrs. J. 0. Reeves Tuesday, June
her
te
ous
AlMr.
and
Murray.
Jones.
retta
ployed as dietitian at the Fuller- 11. at 8 o'cibek.
vis Jooes. Lynn Grove.
The attendance was almost 100
Hospital. Mayfield.
Gilliam
The bride wore a white Handper cent with two state officers
of
graduate
is ./
Crawford
Mr.
macher suit with brown-e-nd green
and one National officer, Mrs. MarHer corsage as • of Lynn Grove High School and at- tha Carter, Mrs. Lois Waterfield
accessories.
State Cullega.
Murray
tended
pink rosebuds. •
and Mrs Jessie Houst(m.
i
recently discharged from t3
Mies Jones wore a white dress was
The regular routine of business
Army after serving three and
U.S.
jersey
draped
gold
and
with aqua
time was conducted by Mrs. Genora
which
of
part
years.
half
a
corHer
and brown acoessories
Hamlett. president. Several delewas spent in duty in the Philipsage as of white carnations.
gates to the Louisville convention
pines.
Immediately following the wedwere appointed to give highlights
Following an unannounced
ding a breakfast was giveneat the
the convention at the regular
of
honey moon the bride and 'room meeting of the Woodmen circle
home of the bride's parents
The table as covered with an im- will make their home in Lynn Thursday night, June 13
ported -linen clo'h, with a five tier Greve.
Mrs. Mildred Wilmuth, super'
visor of the Juniors, gave an excelMRS WHITNEL AND MRS.
lent report of her organization of
CHURCH CIRCLES'HOLD
OUTLAND HOSTESSES
17 members.
MEETINGS TUESDAY
AT BRIDGE
The -group enjoyed home made
'the regular meetings of the
and Mrs. ice cream and angel food cake
Whitnel
H.
Will
Mrs.
Circles ,of Ine V. S C S were held
Beale Outland *ere' hostesses at served by the hostesses Mrs Lula
laiesday atferr...on.
Reeves and Mrs.
bridge parties en Thursday and Farmer, Mrs
Circle One. Mrs. Bryan They. Friday . afternoons of last week Genora Hamlet.
• • •
chairman, met at the home of Mrs. which were among a/ series beO. J Jennings, The Rev. T. H. ing 'planned. The Whitnel !same FAXON HOMEMAKERS MEET
Mullins. Jr.. led the devotional. on -Olive street was attractively 'WITH MRS LUCY TUTa
Piano selections were presented by decorated with bouquets of roses
met
The Faxon Homemakers
Barbara Ashcrft and Betty Sue for the occasions.
June 11 with Mrs. Lucy Tutt as
Hptaon. Mrs. F. E. Crawford. proFive tables were placed air the hostess. The meeting was called
grant cheirman. gave a paper on 1 game each afternoon. On alWurs- to order by the president. Follow-•
The
aThe Methodist Woman."
day Mrs Ed laiuguide Jr. was Big the devotional and prayer the
meeting closed with ,the Lord's awarded high acre prize and Mrs. les-son review:of the five major
Prayer repeated in unison.
Friday's projects was given and the reports
E. J. Beale seeoed high
Refreshments were served by wspnees were Mrs. Geeree E of the wotk done by each member
Mrs.
Jennings,
the hostesses. Mrs.
Mrs. Ray was given
and
high
Overbey
Mrs. Norman Munday s,cond high.
C E. Hale and
Officers.. were elected for another
Klapp.
delightful salad plate wes year. Refreshments were served
to .the eight members pferent.
served by the hostesses.
Mrs Lila),r Jacksen. Mrs L.
Robertson and Mrs H M. Crass
were hostesses to Circle • Two at
the horne•of the formr.
Mrs, 0. M. Corbin. program
ehairman. conducted the devotional
and gave- an interestinz • diseuseion
en -Evangelism. a Strategy of
Peace" Mrs. C I. Veughn conducted a short busint55 Ff•SSIOI1.• Refreshments were , served to
-•
j
the fourteen present.;

I

RAISIN BUNS

Joe Baker opened- her
Mrhome fir the meeting . c5feire
Three and was assiseed by Mrs
1 G W. Pairgerein and Mrs.' E. W.
Riley.
Mrs. J. B Farris pr.-sided in
the absence of the chairman, and
led the devotional. Mrs. S. B.
Tandy presented the program on
Christian
in
'Personal Growth
el

• Refreshments were A
lug the social hour.
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Lovely Joan Roberts the talented Broadway
musical comedy star-iun a Lai:1(ex rayon cardigan suit by the master 41'104—Junior-Deb.
Fashion favors this beauty for wear now and
right through Spring. Luxuriously lined in
Ponatone, a Pondel acetate rayon fabric.
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• Melty-rich. piping hoi Raisin Buns
-1 Ade with Fleischmanni Fast Rising Dry Yeast! IF YOU' BAKE AT
HOME- use it to help you turn out
.,delietous breads at a moments notice.
Stays fresh fer weeks on your pantry
shelf- ready for quick action Deaolve
according to directions. thenif use as
fresh yeast. At.your grocer's.
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As-for myself, I do not want to get in Federal Court and will not recommend the things I
have to sell as being worth what I have to charge,
or to wear if used for the purpose for which they
were purchased.

to see what we' have to offer

COU
CAN

4,7

erage.

Come in

TI!1
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cov-

This subject is too large for space for full

school. The past year she has
been doing work toward her Masters degree in vitilln at Indiana
University.
Mr. Drennon served three and
one-half years in the Armed Forces
chiefly in the Pacific Theater. He
received his Bachelor of Arts degree from State College, Miss. and

Miss Helen Margaret Hire Weds
Herbert Drennon hi Bloomington, hid..

•

•

•
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COUPLE SPEAKS VOWS AT
CANDLELIGHT CEREMONY

THE LEDGER di TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Crosswy, Murray College Student, Has Popular Oitheitira

The wedding of Miss Annie
Suiter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rune Suiter of near Kirksey and
Gordon Chester, son of Mrs. Coy
Chester of Highland Park, Mich.,
• took place Saturday. May 18, at 4
p.m. in Dearborn, Mich.
Bro. L. Dank I Harless read the
single ring ceremony in his candlelighted home which was beautifully decorated by his wife, Mrs. Harless.

*

Billy Crosswy. Springfield, Tenn. (pictured in foreground), a student at Murray State College. has
organized a dance orchestra known as "Billy Crosswy and His Orchestra" that is rapidly becoming known
as one of the better college groups of its kind in the Southland.
Above left to right, front row: Arnold Wirtala, Ashtabula. Ohio: Robert Radford, Youngstown, Ohio;
Arthur R. Roman, Brownsville, Pa.; Thomas Walker, Martin, Tenn.
Bade row: Warren Barrett, Lorain, Ohio; Richard Farrell. Murray; Jerry Williams, Murray; Ted Barnette, Murray; John Singleton. Murray.
Seated an drum is Curtis R. Mills. Brownsville, Pa. At the piano is William T. Sloan, Huntsville, Ala.
sided. Special attention was given!,
to the ritualistic and drill team
work.

Dcial

I , Homecoming And
l' Memorial Service at
Mt. Cdrmel, June 30
Murray

Calendar

Tuesday, June 25
tix new adult members received I
. meeting of
a favorable ballot and about 10 i The regular
• Star Chapter No.. 433, 0.E.S., will
Mount. Carmel's Memorial and
new juniors were added to the So- be held at 8 p.m. at
Masonic Hall. Homecoming service will be held
cicty.
Thursday, June 27
on the fifth Sunday, June 30, beThe Magazine Club will meet at ginning at 10 a.m., according to
Mrs. Friar-Cis Churchill, captain
The regular
meeting of the of the team, Mrs. Oneida Ahart of the Collegiate Inn at 3 o'clock with the commitlee, Elnins Carson, Hal'
Woodmen circle met at the club .the sorority, and Mrs. Genora Mrs. 0. M. Corbin Sr. as hostess. let Dunn and Hedly Swift. •
house Thursday. June 13, at 8 Hantlett, Mrs. Carter, Mrs. ValenThe program for the day fol,Celock.
tine and Miss Katie Martin, dele- MR AND MRS. PHIL CUTCHIVlov..s:
irs. Max Hurt, guardian, pre- gates to the Louisville convention. HONORED AT LUNCHEON
10:00 A.M.-Sunday school lesson.
gave interesting reports on the va11:00 A.M...-Address by Rev. GilDr7- and Mrs. L. D. Hale enterrious activities of the convention
bert Smith.
and reported a grand time was tained with a luncheon at their
12:00--Noon business session and
home
on
West
TuesMain
street
it
enjoyed by all. The attendance
dinner on the ground.
day,
honoring
June
Mr!
11.
and
mon
award was received by Mrs. Mar1:30 to 4:00 PM.. _Singing arid
tha McDaniel.
attendance Mrs. Phil Cutchin of Lexington. presentation of all pastors present.
The
Covers were laid for the honorints •in the National contest was
Barber Edwards will have charge
T gain of one for Miss Ahart'a side. ed guests, Mr. and Mrs. Carlisle of the singing program. A AmThe next Meeting will lie held Cutchin, Bill Cutchin, Mrs. C. M. ber of good quartets will be there
July 11 at the Woman's Clubhouse. Hood. Stanfill Cutchin, Nashville, and sing.
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Barclay,
"The usual big crowd is expect• • •
Katherine and Dick Barclay of
ed. Be sure to see the committee
Arlington. and Dr. and Mrs. Hale.
W.S.C.S. OF MARTINS CHAPEL
and make such suggestions as to
•••
MEETS TUESDAY AFTERNOON
care and upkeep of the 'cemetery,"
SERVICE GUILD MEETS 1
members of the committee said.
The Woman's Society., of Chri;- AT PARSONAGE
tian Serviec of Martin's Chapel
The Wesleyan Service Guild met
church met Tuesday afternoon,.
Monday evening at the Methodist
June II, in the home of Mrs. H. A.
parsonage.
Broach.
Following a abort business sesBro. Pierce filled his regular apMrs. C. A. Riggs led the discus- sion conducted by the president,
sion on the subject. "Evangelism, Mrs. Cecil Farris, Miss Dorothy pointment at North Fork Sunday
and he and Mrs. Pierce were din, A Strategy cd.Peace." Others tak- Dale was presented
as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clay
ins pert on the program were speaker and gave a very interest- ner
Cook. also Mn. and Mrs. Davy
Mrs. J. H. Stewart and Mrs. H. G. ing program
Mrs. Pat Wallis was Paschall and daughter Fay
•
•
Bagwell.
program chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jenkins.
Ten members and one visitor
Refreshments were served by
Miss Betty Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
were present
the hostesaes. Mesdames T. E. McOne Morris and family, Mr. and
The regular July meeting will be Reynolds. Albert Kipp and Henry
Mrs. Terry Morris and daughter
503 Poplar
Phone 92-J held on the 16th with Mrs. J. H. Fulton
Zipora. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas VanStewart as bosvss
dyke and children visited George
-- Jenkins Sonday atternoon.
Billy and Glyn Pierce. sons of
Bro. Pierce. and daughter Murline attended church at North Fork
By Mrs. A. L. Rarsell
*
' Mrs. Devoe Bridges and chil- Sunday and were dinner guests of
dren and Miss Carlene Pullen of wright and Ernestine Page.
Ohio'are spending a few days with
Mrs. J. B. Irvin of Jackson visithome folks
ed her parents Mr. and Mrs. BarMr. and Mrs. Harlan Black are don Nance over the week-end.
the proud parents of a son born at
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and
the Clinic.
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Vester PasBro. and Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett cFrell and son and Mrs. Lula Orr
and family attended the funeral wore _dinner guests of Mr. and
of Mrs. C: L, Jordan and spent the Mrs. Oman Paschall Sunday.
night with relatives.
Bro. Pierce visited in the home
T. C. Hargrove of the Army and of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key SatMrs. Hargrove spent the week-end urday afternoon. Mrs. Key is Slowwith home folks.
ly improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
Mr. and Mrs. Rufe Spann and
Dixon
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. ehildren and Virdie May TarkingHarvey Dixon.
ton visited Mr. and Mrs. One KuySuriciaas visitors of Mr. and Mrs. kendall. Sunday.
Henry Blaek were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Willie Jones has been with
Lester Black and children, Mr. her mother Mrs Maud Orr during
and Mrs. Wayman Grear and chil- her illness for the past week.
dren and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key, Rudolph
Hushing all of Clinton.
Key and daughter Dorothy Love
Harlan Bfack and Ben Finhay were in Paris Monday.
and B. Smith are erecting new
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins.
dwellings on Highway 121 near Mrs. Ella Morris and daughter
Coldwater.
V.-13°ra.
Mr.. and Mrs.
Douglas
Mrs. Lyrnan Dixon and 'ale Niandyite and children. Mr. and
spent Monday with,Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Oman Paschall. Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Bazzell.
Jack Key visited'at Rudolph Key's
Mrs-7 Perry Lamb and son spent last Thursday. The men assisted
,tie afternoon - the past week with Mr. Key in working on his house.
Mrs. Mattie Jones. mother and
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
ip043.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and
SINGING AT COLLEGE
ehildren. Mr. and Mrs.• Oman Pas•
chall. Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nan,ce,
'There will be a singing at the Mrs. J. B. Irvin visited Rudolph
LOCATED ACROSS RAILROAD ON
College Auditorium at 1:00 p.m. Key. Sunday. ---4,11
EAST HIGHWAY
Sunday. June 23 Every one is inMr. and Mrs. Mir411 Paschall
TELEPHONE 324
vited. The Hawkins quartet will visited Mr. and .
CIrV - Elmer Pasbe 'present according to John Key. chall Sunday.
president.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
and children were in Puryear'and
Hazel Saturday afternoon.''
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall and
Dorothy Love 'Key were In Put-year Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Gloria Jenkins and Mrs.
COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAI12-;-Consisting of Chapel. Family
Grace Orr were in Paris Friday.
_ Blondie
Room, etc. All for the convenience'óf those who are in sorrow

YES!

...go Kodak finishing
•
QUICK SERVICE
•
QUALITY WORK
•
Call us for a
GROUP
PHOTOGRAPH
of that
Family Reunion

•

U. S. Offers to Share Atomic Secrets, and
Destroy All Bombs If Safeguards Granted
NEW YORK, June 14 _ The
'United States today offered to destroy the store of atomic bombs
and share the atomic secrets for
peaceful use if the world would
set .up adequate safeguards to make
sure this weapon never again
could be used as an instrument of
war.
These safeguards included:
I. Surrender of the veto power by the five major nations on
all matters pertaining to atomic.
development.

The bride wore a powder blue
'dreets with navy accessories and a
corsage of red roses. Miss Nell
Suiter: sister of the bride and the
bride's only attendant, wore a
black dress with a corsage of gardenias.
The grooms °miner, Grayden
Chester, was best man.
Among other members of the
families attending the wedding,
were the bride's mother, Mrs. Rune
Suiter, Murray, and Mrs. Coy
Chester, the groom's mother, Highland Park.
After the ceremony the wedding
reception was held at the Pallister
Tea Room in Detroit.
Mrs. Chester is a graduate of
Kirksey High School and her' husband
attended
the
Chillicothe
Business College in Missouri before entering the service. Since
his discharge from
.the Army he
has been in school in Detroit.
After a trip by motor through
the northern part of Michigan the
couple are at home in Highland
Park where Mr. Chester is now
employed.
• ••
WOODMEN CIRCLE HOLDS
REGULAR MEETING

TriME PIPS

NOrth Fork News

LOVE'S STUDIO

'1

Coldwater News

SOMETHING NEW IN
MURRAY
NEW STYLE

CHIMNEY BLOCKS

Require no additional tile
These blocks can be supplied in any
amount
•
Also immediate delivery on
CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS
•
WE DELIVER

Geurin's Concrete Products

MURRAY'S NEWEST FUNERAL HOME

ATLANTA NEGRO -140SEN
N.Y.U.

GUEST tio • ssok
•

IINMER CARE and PERSONAL ATTENTION
is given in every case

NEW
YORK_ -Dr Ira De A.
Reid, chairman
of. the Atlanta
University sociology department.
is the first visiting professor of
Negro • culture and education at
, the New. York University education school.
Dean Ernest 0. Melby said Dr.
Reid, appointed for the next school
•
r, %yak the first Negro ever
•ined to
prOtessorship
es.
a, there.

LADY ASSISTANT*

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
AMBULANCE SERVICE
TELEPHONE 98

Murray. Ky.

5th and Elm

EXTRA
spEciALI

ident said:
"I ask you as the American repyesentative' on the United Nations
atomic energy commission to express to the members my senseof
the extraordinary importance of
the work in which they are about
to engage. Nothing concerns the
whole
world
more
than the
Achievement of the purpose that
brings them together."
Baruch declared at the outge-V '01
his speech that the atomic energy
commission had the task of providing "the mechanism to assure
that atomic energy is used for
peaceful purposes and precludes
its use in war."
"To that end," he declared, "we
must provide immediate. swift' and
sure punishment of those who violate the agreements that are reached by the nations. Penalization is
essential if peace is to be more
than a feverish interlude between
wars."
He mentioned the subject of punishment for violators time and
again throughout his speeeh. At
one point he suggested that the
United Nations could prescribe „irp.
dividual responsibility and punishment on the principles applied at
Nuernberg in the war crimes trials.
He made it clear. however, that
it would .be up to the commission
itself to decide what constituted
crimes to be punished and what
the penalties. would be.

riresione

2. Creation of an international
atomic development auttfority with
absolute power over atomic raw
materials and production.
3. Adoption of international laws
-with teeth" providing for severe
punishment of violators on a basis
to be determined by the United
Nations..
The United States position was
outlined before the opening session of the UN atomic energy
commission by Bernard M. Baruch.
U.S. representative on the 12-nation Security Council agency.
The 'white-haired 75-year - old
Baruch. made it clear in his historic statement that the United
States would hold a monopoly in
the atomic field until the conditions are met.
When that time finally comes,
he said, the United States would
be willing to agree that the manufacturer of atomic bombs shall
stop, all existing bombs shall be
PENNY HOMEMAKERS CLUB'
destroyed and the authority shall
MEETS WITH MRS. WORKMAN
be given full information "as to
----the ,know-how for the productions
The Penny Homemakers Club
of atomic energy."
met June 17 with Mrs. John WorkBaruch emphasized, however, that
the United States would take these man.
Mrs Preston Boyd gave the desters only after the nations had
joined in a pact to outlaw the votional. Mrs. H. H. Boggess led
atomic bomb as an instrument of the prayer. The president,' Mrs.
war and had ratified treaties for I.D. J Miller, presided over the busadequate control .and punishment mess period. Plans were made for
the annual picnic to he Aligust 16
of violators.
This means that the
United at Mrs. Raympnd Workman's at
States would not yield her atomic 7:30 p.m..
The lesson was a review of out
secrets until the Senate approved
by two-thirds vote all treaties em- year's work, and was given by Mrs
bodying these terms. Thus, the Noah Williams.
The following officers were electSenate would be the judge of
whether proper guarantees had ed for the next year: President
Mrs. D. J. Miller; vice-presider'.
been set up. .
The delegations, seated at the Mrs. Hugh Waldrop; secretary and
crescent-shaped council table, list- treasurer. Mrs. Noah Williams; maened solemnly as Baruch, pro- jor project leaders, Mrs. Everet
nouncing his words slowly and dis- Norsworthy and Mrs. John Worktinctly, laid down his proposals for man; minor project leader. Mrs.
outlawing the lethal atomic bomb John Armstrong; reading chairman.
and expressed hope that the com- Mr. Harmon Ross; citizenship chairmission eventually would be able man. Mrs. H. H. Boggess; live-atto ban the use of other terrible home leader. Mrs. J. E. Waldrop.
weapons, such as gas and bacRefreshments were served to 15
teriological bombs.
members and the following visitors:
"Before a country is ready to re- Mrs. Madge Morris, Mrs. Cora
linquish any winning weapons." Jones, Mrs. Raymond Ross, Mrs.
Baruch asserted. "it must have Eva Moody. Mrs. Noble Lovins. and
more than words to reassure it. It Mrs. W. T. Workman.
must have a guarantee of safety.
The next meeting will be with
not only against the offenders in Mrs. H. H. Boggess.
the atomic area, but against the illegal users of other weapons-bacREUNION MEEtiNG
te riolpgical. biological, gas-perhaps. why not7 _against war itThe eighty-sixth anniversary and
self"
kome-coming of Harmony PrimiAfter hearing Baruch- and decidtive Baptist Church will be held
ing that Australian Delegate Heron fourth Sunday in June.
bert V. Evatt -would serve as
Preaching service will be held
chairman for the first month under
S rotation plan, the council ad- at 11:00 o'clock p.m.
Lunch will be served on the
journed until 3 p.m. I EDT) next
ground.
Wednesday.
Harmony church is located two
Several delegates praised the
miles southease of Farmington.
declaration generally, but withheld
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SPECTACULAR
SAVINGS FOR
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CAMP
STOOL
only 1.29
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tegisIntire program.
kir offers a construt
lie volunteered to seire in two Florid Wars.
Let's elect hint to scree in the Senate!

$3.95
Clothes Chest

$3.98
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Plenty of Bounce!
Bathroom Hampers

$5.95 and $6.95
Curtain Stretchers
R•9. 1.39

$4.95

TENNIS B.% I.I.S
3for

Step Stools

1.19

$3.79

Approved by U. & Lawn
Tennis Association. Perfectly balanced,accurately
inflated.

Scissors

98c
Vegetable
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$3.95
ELECTRIC FRUIT
MIXER
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41111,0*

This Week's Five-Star peciaII
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Covers 35-Foot Diamitert
Seal Beams

$4.95
Seat Covers

Reg. 1.41
LIFETIME •
SPRINKLER I.09

$6.95 and up
Fog Lights

Revolves. The head, water
chamber and standard are
solid aluminum. Does a
thorough, speedy job.

$3.98
Spark Plugs
59C

SALE of
BIKE NEEDS

Car Horns

$3.18
•
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TRACTOR RIMS
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BLAKEY HELM

Smoking Stands

Rustproof metal. Sturdy
and comfortable.Measures
only 91,161
/
4 Inches when
folded.

Kidneys Must
Work Well-

VOTE FOR

SUPER
VALUE
DAYS

Folds lnto Small Space

comment on the detailed, proAthlete's Foot Itch'
visions pending fufther study and
HOW TO STOP IT
consultation with their
governMake 5-Minute Test
ments.
Get TE-OL at any drug store. ApSoviet Delegate Andrei A. Gromplv this POWERFUL PENETRATyko said "so far matters are go- ING fungicide FULL STRENGTH.
ing smoothly." He said Baruch's Reaches MORE germs to KILL the \
speech "was well written and well itch. Get NEW foot comfort or your
35c back. Locally at Holland &
delivered," but added:
.
Hart Drug Co.
"I have no comment on the substance."
The
session
was opened by
Trygve Lie, secretary-general of
the United Nations, who spoke
briefly emphasizing the importance
of the work before the commisFor You To Feel
ell
sion. At- his suggestion Baruch be-24 hour, every day, 7 dayi avec,
came temporary chairman.
week, never stopping, the kidney. filter
waste matter from the blood.
The meeting was held in the pubk's
If more people were *were of how the
lic council chamber at Hunter colkidneys must constantly vrrnov• sat•cids
plus
fluid,
excuse
and
other
waste
lege. Except for a sprinkling of
matter that eannot stay in the blewic:
Army and Navy uniforms among
wAhout injury to health, there wool.
better
understanding of why the
be
the delegations, it appeared very
system is upeet when kidneys fail
much like a Security Council sesto function properly.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urin•sion.
tioa sometimes warns that something
Seven of the 12 men at the tabie .
I. wrong. Yon may suffer nagging backache. headaches. dizziness. rheumatic
serve both as members of the Sepains, getting up at sights. swelling
curity
Council and its atomic
Why not try Dean's Pills' You will
be
using a medicine recommended the
commission. The delegations, howcountry over. Doan', wtimulate the tune
ever, included many world atomic
tion of the kidney. and help them to 1
flush out poisonous waste from the
authorities such as Maj. Gen: Logblood. Ttley contain nothing harmful.
Get Peon'. today. Use with conlildence.
lie R. Groves, who was in charge
At all drugstores.
of the U.S. atomic projects during
the war.
Baruch launched into his speech
after reading a letter he received
from President Truman. The Pres-

In the Democratic Primer,. for United St•tee Senator
on Saturday. %uxu.4 3, 1416
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Goes on like 1211410
makes walls beautiful!
Just mix with water, then
roll or brush it on. Many
lovely shades.

•

DOAN'S PILLS

Just a Few
More Days
to SAVE
During

•

He Luxe Champion•
The Tire that Stays Safer Longer
I. UP TO $57. STRONGER!
2.
MORE NON-SKID
•
AuttPGTLOES14"
I. UP TO 32% LONGER MILEAGEI
;
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1
If F.ADQUAWBFR
431 west Jefferson St.
Louisville 2, Ay.

Late-Svi:d.r.r
•

CIPY FADED

TrurrnoNI
CLAY 2343

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies
Van Barnett

Phone

135

L. E. Kerley
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t_ASSIFIED ADS

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.
•••••

-FOR SALE- -Three beautiful pew
houses and one lot. Two new
houses located on S. Ninth Street
extended; built of wood framing.
FOR SALE -Nice 11-room house at
veneered with 4-inch cinder blocks
1006 West Main Street. If ;inter-'
and finished in wiaite stucco. Hard761-W.
call
lc
e.ted
wood floors, built-in cabinets, elecFOR SALE-Hay loader. We have tric hot water heater, finished
one Massey-Harris No ii-HC, all- bathroom: 5 rooms, hall and bathIf interested, room downstairs;Jane big room upmetal hay loader.
Douglass stairs. Heated by fuel oil stove.
come in and see us
1 p One new frame house on Sycamore
Hardware Co.
Street between 9th and 10th. Four
FOR SALE-Studio couch. Tapestry rooms, hall and bath downstairs,
upstairs;
upholstery in g...iod condition. Nu- two unfinished rooms
sag' spring construction. Makes double garage: built-in cabinets;
bed. Has linen compartment-Mrs. hut and cold water. One 85x184
Rue Overbey. 1618 Miller Ave, .lot on Eighth and Chestnut Streets.
phone 664:W.
lp Ideal for a building location.
$1,250.00. See E. C. Rickman at
• lp
FOR SALE'-Variety of cut flowers the above places.
-gladioli blooming now - Mrs.
B J Stegner. 13th and Vine. Tele- SOFT GLOSS NEATSFOOT OILphone 110.
lc Fur use on all leather goods such
as shoes, boots, belts, gloves, pockFOR SALE - Three-piece living et books, bridles. saddles and lugroom suite, makes bed, wine color. gage: makes them soft, pliable and
$5000. May be seen at Beale durable, and adds many- years of
Hardware Store, or Telephone life. $2.25 gallon; quart 75c; half
lp pint 25c.-Murray Hatchery. Jyllc
756

-.

••••••••••...

Services Offered

po.

MINNOWS
FISHING SUPPLIES
Get Them -On_ Your
Way Out
ECONOMY FEED AND
SEED STORE
ECONOMY FEED AND
SEED STORE
New
HAMMERMILL
Custom Grinding and
Mixing
Six Days a Week
Headquarters for

Wanted

MONUMENTS

PURINA FEEDS & SEEDS
H. MeCU1STON
0. CHERRY

Notice

Nliscellaneous

Boggess Produce Co.

SALE
Two 9-months old
Collie puppies; nice companion for small child. Price reasonable-Fred Whrtnell. Telephone
lc
084

FOR

part

FRANKFORT, KY.. June 14 --Building encroachments, unsightly
dumping and view -obstructing billtaeards on highway rights-of-way
are to be given special attention by
the legal staff of the Department
of Highways, J. Stephen Watkins.
..7ommissioner. said today Official
orders have been prepared directing
that let:al action betaken against
violators, who erect buildings and
signs or dump trash on the properts
of the state.
"Increasing encroachments make
this action necessary.- Mr. Watkins
many
said
"Besides obstructing
scenic views, signs and roadside
stands present a dangerous traffic
hazard
If we are to have safe
highways. the simple correction of
such hazards will go a long way toward decreasing accidents. 'Reports
in this and other highway -departments have reflected the danger of
permininr signs and buildings of
this nature to obstruct the view
around curves or in intersection
corners
"Efforts to bring tourists to Ken-.
Lucky will fail unless we can prevent unsightly dumps and the signs
which detract from the. scenic adprovided
vantages nature has
Rights-of-way, procured zit considerable cost to state and county.
must be reserved' for the use intended
Definite penalties have I
been authorized by law, and these
penalties are to be invoked.
"The highway patrol and legal
section of the Department of Nighe
ways are charged with the responsibility of, preventing and correcting conditions of this sort."
(Copy from Department of Pub.-lic Information. Frankfort),

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our apprecia. lion to our many friends and
neighbUrs during the illness and
MIXING
and
CUSTOM GRINDING
, death of our darling wife and mo- FOR SALE -- Beautiful place on
ther. also to Dr Butterworth for his highway in Dexter $2.700-Loul untiring effort, to Max Churchhl isa Parker. DeXter.
Ip
Funeral Home for their kind symGRAIN BAGS
pathy. and all who sent 'the many AUCTION SALE-I will offer for
beautiful flowers, arid the comfort- sale all household goods, furniture
and persomal property of the deing words brought to us by Bro
J. H Thurman and Bro T D Mc- ceased Miss Anna B. Hill and
Also.- their
Mikn May God's richest blessings Miss Molly J H111
be Nith each aktid everyone is our horns' including two acres of good
Telephone 1-01
110 Nortk-iniril Street
prayer-Conrad C Billington and land The house has 5 rooms with
a hall. and is located on the state
Children.
• "You Never Pay More at Ross Feed Store"
li,p4 road just out of Hazel, Ky .
••••••••••••
west
The sale will be held at
the above mentioned place
on
Saturday. July 20. at 2 pin.. All
persons holding claims against the
estate must present same to me ,
by July 15-1946-A. G Childers,1
J20-J18p
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
adm.. Hazel, Ky

ROSS FEED COMPANY

READ

THE

PIANOS

The Best Market in West Kentucky

YOU WILL ALWAYS
FIND A NICE
ASSORTMENT

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here
VEAL
751

Total head sold .

16.00‘,p.eers
Grain on Grass ;
12.00- 16.00
Beeves
Baby
9.00- 44.50
'
Cows
Fat
6.00771.50
Canners and Cotters
940- 12.80
Bulls
50.00-180.00
Milk Cows, per head
16.00;
Best Spring Lambs
13.00- 15.00
Medium Spring Lambs
. 6.00-: 12,50
throwouts
.
4••••••••••••••=m•Mftema...M40111•4411.41.......4

No. 1 Venls

16.50-

No. 2 Veals

14.00-

Throwouts

5.00-

OF

USED PIANOS

IN MEMORt
In memory of Gatlin Outland who
passed away June 22. 1945 Gatlin
was a loving husband and Daddy,
and left many relatives and friends
whibinidly.miss him. But the ones
who mourn him most and can never
forget his - kindneas and affection,
are his wife and Betty Sue. ,
A yeaL, has passed since 'that sad

SALES REPORT FOR JUNE 18, 1946

13.50

14.0 to 40g pounds

14.35-

Roughs

13.60 Down

.

The one we loved was called away.
God took him home, it "Was His
will;.
. and miss him
But bow we love ,
still.
-Mrs. Gatlin 4utland mkt

•

ad••••11.

KROGER'S

SPECIAL BLEND
OF VARIETIES BEST FOR..
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~War

Spotlight
Brand
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21c

35c

Package

•2

3-Pound Bag
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fork flays"
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for frogronc
SOUTHERN INDIA
NORTHERN INDIA1
for color
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ESPECIAL OFFER11
PRINCESS PATTERN

be

TEASPOONS

01

et M ai
2 25c ilcrisls

59c

FUR

Kroger's.

bu
ato
fai

I

••••

ORANGE MARMALADE

POPULAR BRANDS

CIGARETTES
COUNTRY CLUB

Large 18-oz. box

12c

CORN FLAKES

No. 2 can

STANDARD QUALITY

nc

GREEN BEANS
C. CLUB FANCY
Pack
CORNVac.
Gol. Bantam

12-oz. can

SCOTT COUNTY

16-oz. jar

Carton

'1"

Large 46-oz. can

FANCY QUALITY

45c

ORANGE JUICE
Hot Foot 5 per cent DDT
Can

FLY SPRAY

Pint

33c

2-113. jar

EMBASSY BRAND

14c PEANUT BUTTER 51c
Ball Brand, Zinc Top

12c FRUIT JARS

PORK & BEANS
C. CLUB FANCY

CAIRN'S BRAND 2-Lb. Jar 38c

Large 46-oz. can

Dozen
Quart

65c

Country Club Fancy Large 4-oz. can

•

TOMATO JUICE 21` GRAPE FRUIT JlliCE 33c
CALIFORNIA LONG WHITE

POTATOES

10 Piunds
SOLID PINK MEAT

CANTALOUPES

2 Pounds

Pound

WATERMELONS

4c

39c
23

•

14c

LEMONS

Fresh So. Car. Freestone

FIRM PINK RIPE

TOMATOES 2

Pounds 25c

CALIFORNIA MED. SIZES

ORANGES

LARGE BRIGHT JUICY
Pound

Pound

PEACHES 2 Pounds. 29c
FRESH CALIF., LARGE RE15
.

12c PLUMS

Pound

32c

Harry Edwards
426 South 6th Street
Paducah, Ky.
Phone 4431
GUARANTEED AND,
FREE DELIVERY
'We have a" tuner'who
e
will go anywhere'
HARRY EDWARDS .

OGER

Guaranteed Foods

•

Betty Sue. 4p

4
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at

night
HOGS

-COFFEE

RED RIPE GEORGIA

FOR SALE-- One warm morning
heater with jacket. in perfect condition; also finished mantle. Call
lp
271 or see it a; 500 Vine St.

n

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Live Stock Company
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

The World Needs
Legume Seed

Pound
Highway Department
to Clean Up State
Right-of-Way

LOOK!

YANKEE STADIUM, New York,
June 19. The punch that has made
Joe Louis the greatest fighter of
the years the
his time offset
mighty Brown Bomber has been
away from his fistic trade tonight
and left his crown as king orthe_.
ring still perched on his head in
the moat talked of sports event in
history.
A vast crowd of some 45,266
saw Louis stalk his prey for seven
rounds. The action was slow. as
and Billy
Joe inched forward
circled out of the danger frufn the
cans of ether Joe carries in his
glove.
Mostly it was, just left handed
pecking, with a few jabs and a
few hooks and a rare-very rare
right hand attempt.
At 2 minutes, 19 seconds of the
eighth round Louis maneuvered
his man into position, He laced
out with a strong smashing left
that straightened Billy up on his
heels. The handsome challenger
from Smokyteitvn was wide open,
In a flash, Louis was in. His
right ripped over twice like a pile
driver pounding a pole into the
mud. Billy started to come down,
slowly, like a building falling
apart after a shell hits it. Then
came a slashing left-and it was

!hairy vetch. An additional Payment will be made for each pound
marketed before January 1, 1947,
as follows: red clover, 9 cents; alThe soils and farm implements
sike. 7 cents.
and general agricultural conditions
The additional pasafhents will be
of Europe and Asia will have to
be restored before production there made to warrant harvesting crops
is normal again. -In the meantime of medium yield which would not
a burden of extra production falls be profitable without them.
UVL r.
Here are the U.S. 1945 producupon the soils of the United States.
tion
and
1946
goal
figures.
To main the fertility of-- -these
A silly young girl is bearable
1946 Goal
soils and to provide for feed, grass 1945 Harvested
Acreage but a silly old girl is nut.
Acreage
and legume seeds are more indis2,493,000
pensable than ever. In support of Red Clover __ 2,156.000
CARD OF THANKS
142,000
187,000
that need the Field Service Branch Alsike Clover
neices and nephews of
the
We
Production__cteaut
Seed
of the Production and Marketing
Hill wish to express our
Mollie
Miss
Poundio
Million
Administration, U.S. Department
1946 Goal sincere thanks to our friends, and
of Agriculture, .will make special 1945 Crop
especially the neighbors, also Bra.
95
85
payments to farmers who produce
20
Childers and Pilot and Frances fe-te
16
and market certain kinds of le•i rig
gume seed from the 1946 crop.
Kentucky farmers who save their their wonderful kindness du
These are the rates: $3.50 per 1946 seed crops will not only sup- the _illness and death of our 'au nt.
The
acrit not to exceed 10 acres, for plement- their crop incomes, but May God bless each of yo '
anBob
John
Noah.
of
Children
harvesting alsike. crimson, red, will also contribute their bit to
white and sweet clover se..d. or the desperate need for such seed. .1 Hill.

FOR SALE-Anyone Interested in
buying a good farm see Hardy and
Dora Sutherland on this farm
1 1-2 miles east of Dexter.
J27e

Situations Wanted

-Polie Duncan.

Pictured is the Sykes Brothers Lumber Company located in Murray on Sycamore street. This industry that adds to the growth of the
town is operated by W. D. Sykes and his sons. An industry such as
this not only supplys lumber for local use but glees employment to
people of this locality.
Seen in the picture is part of the 12.50,000 order recently received,
and will be shipped to Liggett & Meyers Tobacco Company, Louisville.
In the background the sawmill can be seen. The plant ia In operation 24 hours per day.

FOR SALE-Cut flowers, gladioli
75c per dozen until frost-Mrs. I. T
Crawford
J20p

For Rent

FEDERAL 3-9-6 FERTILIZER for CORN and TOBACCO.,
This is a good Fertilizer for side dressing tabacco

Joe Louis Knocks
Out Billy Conn In 8th
To Retain Crown

Sykes Bros. Sawmill Operates 24
Hours Per Day In Murray

For Sale

SINGER SEWING MACHINE representative of Paducah will be in
Murray each Thursday at the
FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO
NOTICE TO 11LE CLAIMS proven DESTROY TERMITES- - All work
I SUPPLY STORE. We are equipagainst the estate 'of Dona Pad-. guaranteed for five Years. Frei
ped to repair any make machine.
sett, deceased, on or before 15th inspection-Frank McKinney. 618
Free estimates given; all work
of August. 1946. or be forever East South St . Mayfield. Phone
guaranteed. All calls made prevbarred. Leave claims with Pearl 337-R.
Jyllp
iously will be taken care, promMiller at Peoples Savings Bank or
tt
SERVICE-Walter Williams ptly. For service call 135.
(Signed)
with Wade Crawford
lc and Sam Kelley are equipped and
'
,War Padgett. administratrix
experienced in spraying
house, POST WAR. As soon as available
NOTICE FARMERS-- I have two barn and other outbuildings for we will have a compiete line of
cars of AAA phosphate on hand flies. mosquitoes and other annoy- Westinghouse Electrical Appliance,
lc Ong insects. We are living in Cal- also complete line ot Gas appliannow
F Thurmond.
loway County and will appreciate ces to be used with Shellane Bottled Gas_ Purdom Hardware, North
WEED KILLER SERVICE-Walter your business Phone Murray
Hat5th Street.
Williams and Sam Kelley are ex- chery. 336-J or Walter
Williams..
perienced in spraying with the 162-W
ctf UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
new hormone weed killer Let us
kill the weeds for you. Our weed WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild. from face, arms, and legs by the
killer is effective in killing dande- We will pick up your old mat- modern method of Electrolysis lions. plantains. poison ivy, honey- tresses and make them new. - approved by physicians, This
suckle and other broadleaf weeds Paris Mattress Co.. G. S. Jackson. method is permanent and painFOR SALE-A-C Combine, size
We live in Calloway County and 336 E Washington St.. Paris Tenn. less. Cyrene Williams, RN., Phone
lert-W
S28 new tires, curtain and belts-J P
business. Phone 919-W, day phone 3
409fwill appreciate • your
Carson. Kirksey.
lp
336-J,
Phone Murray Hatchery
ANNOUNCEMENT- The Owensctf
Walter Williams 11F1.--9/.
alistoituma
boro - Daviess County Hospital FOR SALE-Bathmette, baby bugCalloway County Monument Com- School of Nursing is now accept- gy, play pen Call E. B. Morgan.
NOTICE-In accordance with Kenpany.
Vcster
A.
Orr,
sales
manaing applications for a three year 545-M. 203 S. 15th St.
tucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and
lp
M200: Notice is hereby given that a ger. Phone 65. West Main Street course in Nurses' Training. This
tf course meets 'all requirements of FURNITURE FOR SALE-Beautireport of T. J. Meadows. deceased. Extended.
!settlement of accounts was on May
the State Board of Examiners. All ful bedroom suite, walnut with
27. 1946. filed by Wells Overbey.
REFRIGERATOR SERVICE
students completing course are maple insets, good condition comsame
administrator, and that the
eligible for registration in the
plete with springs and mattress:
has been approved by the Calloway
state.
Entrance -requirements: bedstead with springs and matCounty Court and ordered *led to
High School education= and over tress: excellent iron bed; baby
ELECTRIC_AL APPLIANCES
lie over for exceptions- Any person
17"i years of age. Classes begin
REPAIRED
desiring to file any exception therebuggy. Phone 888 or 376 for apAugust 1, 1946. For information
to will du so on or before June 24.
WASHING MACHINES,
pointments to see.
1946. or be forever barred . Witness
write Dierctur of Nursing
bile
my hand this 27th day of May, 1946
FOR SALE-One gallon glass jugs.
HOUSE WIRING
-By Lester Nanny, County Court
10c each--4 in case - Turnbull,
•
Clerk. Calloway County. Ky.
. by,
lp
Drug Co, Hazel.
BARNET ELECTRICAL &
Gaynelle Williams. D. C.
J20c
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
years
Jennets.
2
FOR
SALE-Two
NOTICE-In accordance with KenWANTED - Washings. reasonable
104 N 13th St.
old and 8 years old. First farm
tucky Statutes. Sections 25 195 and
price-Ruth Todd. 502 North Third
PHONE
633
tf
25 200: Notice is hereby given that
Street. .
lp north of Virgil Darnell's farm.
a report of 0. T. Skaggs. deceased_
1p
Kirksey. Ky.
settlement of accounts was on May
WANTED- White girl ,or woman. FOR SALE-60 2--months old R. I
27. 1946. filed by Mary E Skaggs.
administratrix. and that the same Murray Marble & Oranite Works. 17 years or over, to work and live white pullets. 50c each. Call Mrs
on place
Family of four. best C. I Tinsley, Lynn Grove exhas been approved by the Caltoway East Maple St.
near Depot. TeleCounty Court and ordered filed to
neighborhood, good home arid pay change.
lp
phone
121
Porter
White
and
L
D
lie over for exceptions. Any person
. for proper partys-W. F Paxton.
.;
desiring to file any exception there- Outland. Managers.
-254 N. 35th St., Paducah,
Jy4c FOR SALE-Excellent Delco plant.
to will do so on or before June 24.
2.000 watt. 4-cylinder, water cool1946, or be forever barreit Witness STREAMLusED WRECKER SERmy hand this 27th day of May, 1946, VICE New equipment, 24-hour, WANTED TO BUY - I will buy ed. fully automatic, and five elecyour old antique oil lamps or will tric motors, new batteries. 16-inch
by Lester Nanny. County Court fast. dependable Wrecker Service
Clerk. Calloway County. Ky ; by Charges reasonable. Day phone electrify them for Yon ' Veterans fan, electric drill
Want Coco
J20c 97 Night phone 424-Porter Mo- and their families living in trail- Cola ice box See Rainey Lovins.
Gaynelle Williams, D. C.
tory Company. Chevrolet Sales and ers and small houses are needing New Concord. Ky , Garage.
lc
fans If you have an old fan that
See-vice.
waIrish
Mail
FOR
SALE
-Child's
could be repaired and passed on
I watg..ti• express my deep appre- INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH -So them, call
Home ,Service Store. gon, $16; and 25 bales of clean Jai)
ciation W Kerby Jennings. the edi- HELM'S APPROVED CHICKS.
1212 W Main St. Phone 588
tfc hay at 75c per bale See George
tor of the Murray Democrat, for Officially pullorum
controlledWilson or A. J. Wilson, Murray
his kind words in my defense, and
Holder four world records- Of- / WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- Route 5.
lp
to my friends of Murray and Cal- ficial records 'over 300 eggs. Free ing machines. cr.sh registers and
loway County for their loyalty to 'firooding Bulletin - 100 per cent • used office furniture - Kirk A. FOR SALE - Frame house. new
paint job inside and outside: 5
me -FRANCES BRADLEY.
lp live arrival. postpaid
HELM'S Pool, 509 Main Si. or
phone
CHICKS. Paducah, Ky.
020-46p 60.
U rooms, full size basement that does
not leak. Will go at a bargain,
leaving town South 14th and Vine
ATTENTION FARMERS &
Dead horses,
lp
St. Owner, Jesse Russ.
FOR RENT-Two rooms downstairs STOCKMEN and one u stairs if needed. good cows and hogs removed promptly
.
FOR
SALE
-Iron
bedstead
and
and quiet --Mrs. W. Herbert Per- free of charge Yn steel bed trucks ,- STENOGRAPHER WANTS POSImattress-Emma Helm Telephone
ry. Route 5
lp Call collect Phone 591-Mr. Eira TION Well qualified, with college
Ic
Vance. Murray. Ky.. agent for Ky ,
and business experience
Te IeAnimal By-Products Co
ti I phone 676-M
1 p FOR SALE- Nice yellow squash
for canning or quick freeze-Sam
KEMP MOVTNG COMPANY op%Will pay cash delivered
Robinson, Route 5 on New ProviCrates in more than nalf of the I
Fri. and Sat., June 21-22
dence road. .
Jn 27p
United States Van Service Cria- !
Heavy Hens
. 25c 'rates in Arkansas. Kentucky, '
FOR SALE-64. acres joining TVA
Leghorns
. .- 23c Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi, OCT OF CARBON OR TYPEreservoir in plain view of water,
I Sc- -Alabama. North Carolina, South
WRITER RIBBON' Call at the
Roosters
"-32c Carolina. Missouri. Virginia. Flor- Ledger & Times office supply de- 30 acres tenable land, rest in white
Fryers
oak timber, good 5-rasorn house.
Ida. Illinois, Indiana. Iowa. Louis- partment.
',At Will sell for $2.000. See C D
Eggs
iana. Maryland, Michigan. New
lp
Prices subject to change
Jersey. New York, Ohio, Oklaho- REVIVAL NEAR INDEPENDENCE Tucker, Murray Route 6.
without notice
ma, Pennsylvania. Texas, West ,
FOR SALE-I00 head of prize-winVirginia, District of Columbia and
Rev Paul monigomery and his ning New Zealand white rabbits
Deleware. Call 1161 Daytime. 966 at il mother of AtlarcU".. Ga . will begin
Must sell, priced cheap All are
Sept 461 a revival at the arbor on Charlie pedigreed
Phone 441 r, ight. Pan. Ter- n
So. 13th St.
All sizes
Will sell
i
Duncan.- farm three miles east of part or all-Paul Bailey'. Route I.
. Jn270
WE CAN FILL AAA PHOSPHATE ORDERS NOW. 'Atrrtn.- une 29 Everybody invited Murray. Ky.
aod welcome Come and hear the
Get your Phosphate while goods are available
FOR
SALEHousehold
goods
at
49 year old boy He is just out of
407 South Sixth Street.
lc
'Bible School.

Notices

LOOK!
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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Calloway County Vete'ranpreaks Soil For
Dream Home In CeremonlAt:Chicago

degrees, led
by the
University
Band, will be at _2:30, p.m. 4 DST).
URBANA - CHAMPAIGN, TH. '
the Commencement ceremonies
June 13-- At the 75th Annual Comat 3 p.m. The ceremonies will be
mencement of the University of
broadcast by the University's radio
Illinois, to be Sunday. _June 16,
station, WILL
580 kc.)
degrees will be received by two
Included in the candidates for
persons from Murray. Hansel L.
Hughes, 1637 Farmer Ave.. M.S. degrees will be 35 to get the doeChemistry and Dwight I. McKee. tor of philosophy. live to receive
1603 Main street, B.S. Electrical professional engineering degrees.
Engineering.
'and 155 to receive master's dePresident Arthur Cutts Willard. degrees. Commissions in the Naval
who retires July 1, offer heading Reserve will be given to 26 gradthe University since 1934. will give uates of the Naval College Traini the Commencement address. Hon- l ing Program I orary degrees of Doctor of Laws . The Rev. Melville T. Kennedy of
I will be conferred on President - the Congregational Church will
'Willard and Dr. Raymond B. Allen, give the invocation and benedicexecutive dean of the University's tion. Prof. R. P. Hoelscher, chaircolleges in Chicago, president-elect man of the Commencement Cornof the University.. of.Washington. ' mittet. will preside.

hiS

James E. McDaniel. 25 year old
navy veteran and son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ragan
McDaniel. Murray
Route 3, figured in the opening
ceremonies celebrating the end of
one phase the Chietigu Tribune's
Chicagoland Prize Home Competition. McDaniel was a MM 3-c in
the Navy and was in Japan, at the
time of the signing of the peace
treaty. He is a eraduate of the
Training School, and attended Murray State Teachers College. He is
married to the former Miss Maurene Hozer of California. Following
is a story written by Edward Perry,
Chicago Tribune Staff, in the June
3 issue:
James E. McDaniel. a navy veteran, yesterday sank a spade into
the soil of a vacant lot at 100 W.
Washington Blvd., Lombard. His.
action, the first step toward the
erection of a home for himself and
his family, marked the end of .one
phase of The Tribune's Chicagoland
Prize Homes ,Competition and
beginning of' another.
Instead of plans and blueprii
there will now be walls and floor,
and roofs. McDaniel's will be the
first of more than a store of homes
for veterans which will rise in the
Chicago area during the next few
months.
This Chicago Tribune Prize Home
-Building program, arrangements
for which have now reached a
stage where no new applications
from builders or veterans can be
handled, will make use of designs
which won awards of $1,000 each in
the Chicagoland Prize Homes Competition.
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TRIBUNZ Photo]

James E. McDaniel, navy veteran, breaking ground for his home in Lombard which
inaugurates Tribune Prize Home Building program. At left: Harry Creighton of W-G-N.

Suited to Moderate Means
These designs were chosen from
which is to rise in Lombard is
the contest's more than 900 entries
prize winning home No. 16, debecause they represented, in the
signed by Lt. W. R. Burns of the
opinion of a jury of architects and
navy. He said that when the house
builders, the best plans for moderis completed it will be open for
ate priced houses suitable for small
public inspection.
- s
- — •.

ceed toward their completion, you Mrs. °the) Farris Hostess
will be able to observe, step by To Homemakers
step, how the newest materials fit
the pattern of modern thought and
The regular monthly meeting of
construction. the Eastside Homemakers Club met
"Perhaps other builders will learn with Mrs. Otho Farris June 12 at
4iin lialege. Light Roosts
from this protect. Designers swill I .
As Merhanier dug Into the earth
1?.rri.
•
•
Hill described the houee as • understand better the solutions to
yesterday he revealed
to the
Mrs Clifford Simth. president,
L-shaped,
one - story present day architectural prob- presided
audience of W-G-N, which was rambling,
over the business session.
broadcasting the ceremony, and structure with six large and light lems:
The following officers were electto the group of notables of the rooms Among the features which
Notables At Exercises
ed for the next club year: Mrs.
building world who were present, ,he mentioned were the living and
Among the guests present at the Rupert Lassiter, president; Mrs
dining
rooms'
large
glass
area
to
that he hopes to move his wife and
ground breaking were Lee E. Dan- Thomas Parker. vice president; Mrs.
the south, the accessibility of all
infant son into the house next fall.
iels, Du Page County states at- Hunter Love, secretary; Mrs. Hall
Boyd Hill. Tribune architectural three bedrooms from the front hall torney;
Earl Rieck, secretary of the Hicks. treasurer
adviser, explained that the house without going through the living
A review of the lessons on "Home
room, radiant heat with pipes con- Du Page County Building Trades
Council; Barney Long, executive Furnishings" was given by Mrs
cealed in the ceiling plaster, and
both indoor and outdoor fireplaces. secretary of the Du Page housing Thomas Parker
presRefreshments were served to 12
President Adolph Schroeder of authoeity: George F. Bode,
the Lombard board of trustees, who ident of the Du Page Board of Real- members and three visitors.
The club will hold its annual
also spoke at the ground breaking tors; Byron S. Powell, vice president of the Du Page Title Com- picnic August.9 at the City Park
ceremonies, declared that
The
We Cau Do All Types of Tribune, through its home building pany: Richard T. Ummach, vice All members and their families are
project, "is serving the Chicago- president of the National Bank of invited.
Plumbing and Repairing
land area, and the nation itself, a Cosmterce. and the following Lomlarge helping dream fulfillment." bard trustees: Ross T. McClendon,
We will appreciate your
Fred Kay, J. Edmund Campbell,
vision of the Future
business
Henry Hornbeck, Bernard A. GroeEdward J Kelly, federal housschell. and Russell Acton.
ing administration regional direcThe home will be built by Green
tor, stressed the value of the buildValley Homes, Inc.
ing project as a demonstration of
what is new and good in home dePrint Finishing and
sign.
Developing
"You may walk through the door
,
f one of these ni-w houses into a
.mall section of
your future,
St OTT FITTS It. C. CHANDLER
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST
beought right down to the present,"
1100 West Poplar
T'hene 629: he said "As these dwellings proPhone 387

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

The ceremonies
will be
in
Two From Murray • George
Huff Gymnasium on the
here. The parade of apGraduate June 16 campus
proximately 1.040 candidates for

Former McGavern Student
Is Awarded One of Rarest
Of Musical Honors

Is First Dwelling
To Be Built In
Tribune Contest

;66
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Harry Neal, young musician of
Paris. Tenn., and former student of
Prof. Clair R. McGovern. was
awarded one of the most distinctive honors to be given, in the
world of music. He has received
official notification that Curtis Institute has awarded him a five-year
piano scholarship in the Philadelphia school.
The school was endowed by Publisher Curtis, and was created with
the view in mind of training young
musicians showing most aptitude.
relected in competitive auditions
held at the school. The faculty
copsists of artists renowned in
their profession:
Rudolf Serkin,
Efrem Zimbalish, Gregor Platigorski, and others. Young Neal attended Murray Training School,
where he was president of his class
(or both years. He has been outstanding
in
oratorical contests
which led to his position of announcer for WBRC art Birmingham.
He has won several state contests on the piano, having won the
state piano contest „in Kentucky in
1944 and 1945.
He is now visiting his parents,
Attorney and Mrs. Neal. of Paris.
He plans to enter Curtis Institute
in September.

Veterans of Foreign
Wars Hold Regular
Monthly- Meeting
The Veteran of Foreign Wars,
held their regular monthly meeting at 6 P.m. last Wednesday, with
Commander Frank Albert Stubblefield in charge. Business of the •
meeting was discussed and
new
members were admitted.
It was voted to place into the
minutes a vote of thanks to all who
were instrumental in making the
"Buddy Poppy" sale a success.
Various projects were discussed
that would lead to the benefit of
the veterans.
The 'next meeting will be held
July 10 unless some special meeting.
Is called.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

An Announcement:
ALFRED YOUNG
Has Purchased The Interest Of Garnett Jones
In The

JONES CLEANERS
He was employed for 16 years with Jones Drugstore.
HE WILL BE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THOMAS
REDDEN, WHO HAS JUST RETURNED
FROM THE SERVICE

Mt. Hebron W.S.C.S.
Meets At Church

YOUR BUSINESS IS SOLICITED

The Mt. Hebron W.S.C.S. met at
the etcureh Wednesday.- June 12.
The society was called to order by 14
the Vice-President. Mrs. Brooks
Doores. The program was carried
out as follows: Scripture reading,
1st Psalm; Bible study conducted
by Mrs. Zenobia -Watson; "The
Church's Ministry to the Family,"
Mrs. Mable Fuqua: reading. Mrs.
Eula Billington; "Missions in the
New Age," Mrs Virginia Smith.
The meeting was dismissed with a
prayer by Mrs. Lula Harrison.
Other members present were
Mrs. E. H. Smith, Miss Lou Smith,
Mrs. Mary Hendrick, Mrs. Bertha
Doores. Visitors were Misses Barbara Smith and Evelyn Doores.

Jones Cleaners
TELEPHONE 567
Alfred Young

Thomas Redden

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

FITTS & CHANDLER

•

DONELL STUDIO

You can go any place from
your Local Bus STATION!

Just Before Hail Struck!
•-•

1

es

Your bus company literally puts the world at your doorstep.
North, South, East or West, wherever you may wish to
travel, you can get under way right here at the bus station.
Here's another thought: you will not find better, safer, more
comfortable bus service any p/ace than right here at home.

•

Don't let the days, weeks .,o41 mow
ne-half hour of devastating hail.

work and sweat he wasted

Our equipment will he the hest in the world when
we get it all operating for you. Bright new busses
that are a pleasure to ride; new terminals, new
schedules .. . but the same old courteous service
you have been accustomed to for so long.

in ()n17,•

PROTECT YOUR TOBACCO WITH INSURANCE

Murray Insurance Agency
Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
GUY BILLINGTON

E. C. JONES

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGE5

TELEPHONE 601
(.AI.LON TREVATHAN &

CONN MOORS.

•
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Fine" As Is Evidenced by The Fred B. Lewis, F.O.,
Writes Last Letter
"Young Fry" of Murray
To Mother In Case—

D
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Rotary Sets The Pace
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ma CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
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Consolidation of
Times-Herald, Oct. 7/1, 192& and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 1942.
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S. Pleasant Grove

, In 1905 Paul P. Harris founded an organization. deHy Mrs. Sikri* astatalseratan
signed for the service of humanity. based on the Ololden
A large crowd ate:tided, the flue
Rule, and founded on the idea of fellowship and coopera- Children's program at Pleasant
Intion. This organization is now known as the Rotary
Grove last Sunday night,
ternational and has clubs in seventy countries of the world
the passing of Miss Dona Padsgetrof itatirray last week many of
and lists its members by the thousands.
The Rotary International held its annual convention ,the older people of Calloway counof this vicinity will
at Atlantic City, N. J., from June 2 to Juu4 7. Of the ty especially
her father the late Durret
seventy cpuntries in Rotary there were forty represented recall ...-prornitient local preechat the conVention.er who passed away several years
There were many addresses made at this meeting and ago.
they all concerned fellowship, world peace, international In the passing of Mrs. Molly Hill,
understanding. It is interesting to note that at the Rotary 85. whose death the Ledger and
Convention forty countries worked together under the Times mentioned last week, she
brothers and
bond of fellowship. All of the delegates from these was the last of seven Anderson
of
Mrs. Claud
various countries came to the conclusion that the salva- sisters.
is
niece.
a
Hazel
ding
understan
together,
working
in
tion of the world lies
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Erwin and
one another and .trusting one another.
of Indianapolis. Ind.. were
family
It would be well jf the delegates to another organiza- recent guests of relatives. On
meettheir
pattern
June 9 a family reunion was held
tion handling world problems would
ings after the code pet up by the Rotary convention at at the home of his' sister Mrs. Robert Jones and Mr. Jones.
Atlantic City
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rausch and ' This Is

Flight Officer Fred B. Lewis, son
of Mrs. Nora R. Lewis. of Humboldt, and husband of Mrs. Marge
Lewis, of Nashville, wrote letters
Ky.
Murray,
St.,
Published Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth
to his mother and wife on March
24, 1995, and mailed them just in
Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for TransmissiOn
Second Class Matter.
case he never returned from special
.
flight duty.- H. did- not return and
Stfrocription Rates'-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties.
the letters haye filially come home
$200 a Year: In Kentucky. $2.50; Elsewhere. WOO.
to the bereaved ones.
r year to Service Men Anywhere
$100
The letter to his mother is selfexplanatory. Fred made the suNATIQWEDITORIALL
preme sacrifice and SA) the letters
ASSOCIATION
left In his locker "just fin Case"
Were sent on with his personal effects. No fear, no regret for himtHE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
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self, nu complaint of the desperate
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Editor,
the
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Advertising.
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interest
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not
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air Public Voice items which
on a mission which duty called for,
it our readers.
and he wrote a simple farewell and
fish caught by local stated his wishes in case that death
DO tae-.-but really a nice string of
It's Up To You — Hire That Vet!
for should come to him.
family of Akron, 0., were week- young men after a abort stay on the Kentucky Lakeside. Posing
The letter follows:
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torher
I
a complete day of fun, or if he does not
t the probleMs aree to try, tce find solu- Kentucky will then have made keep away -from infected places at
buses rtin at other convenient intervals throughou
atalataaaavaa
aattlaper
night: 'sleep in room which Is
I should like once more to demooracy a vital living thing.
day.
ince emphasize that the
cont
To sum up. let- me repeat: The screened. These are some of the
to
le;
enough
is
Lake
KentAky
to
visit
(inc
15r day Kentucky is non-political and non- Crammitter.- for 'Kentucky has but rules the, public Can follow in COanyone that it is THE place, to gO on .ut. w eek-endplace for partisan
•0 purposes ;to tell the. people , operation with the lan.•acidal 11ro
It is, not
a
provide
'to
off!, The shoreline is large enough
to grind. the facts, and to help them organ- gram.
ID,
has
It
group.
to'go there, and
THESE PRODUCTS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM
Malaria Costa Money
pro- izir their local (*immunities,. to .do
just about as many people as would like
It has no special legislation
c
s
.enthusiast
boating
1?(ite It operates solely on the something -about it. If. very .114en- When a dust storm passe; over a
the lake is unequalled- fOr.
Red and White Service Station
Harry Cole
Gibson, Manager. of, the tertninal, state democratic principle that (etre the tuckatin will' take his small share certain section of the country,
Mr.
ti. Murray, people &nose the facts. -thee. w I of 'the reeponeibility and put hit carrying away top 'oil and .ittin601 South Fourth Street
9103
r
Phone
Distributo
that he, rgalizing the value of Kentucky Lake
the begin to demand-apiution;. vnuel- shoulder to the wheel. Kentucky ing crops to the value of th,eusandwill 60 only too 'glad to add niore triinsportation as
a
dis,call
that
dollars,
people
of
•
on
the
will
be
truly
March!
Kentuckians *ant, Kentuckians
dernin-d calls for it.
W. PERCY

WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
MRS GEORGE HAIIT, EDITOR
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,"••• FARNSWORTH—NORGE—MOTOROLA

THIS DIRECTORY is pub- EDUCATION SPECIALIST
lished for your information SPEAKS TO ELEMENTARY
through the courtesy of the WORKSHOP JUNE 5-14
firms whose advertisements
Miss Virginia White James, speappear on this page.
cialist in educational methods, EdTHEY WILL APPRECIATE
ucational Relations. Staff, TennesYOUR PATRONAGE
see Valley Authority, Knoxville,
are readily availvisited on the campus of Murray
College from June 5-14,
able now for farm
Veterans' Corner State
working with members of the Elebuilding jobs that will
mentary Workshop.
REPAIRED BY
save time and lighten
This column is published weekly On June
Miss James spoke on
through the cooperation of this "The Use of10,Our
work. See us for free estiand Hupaper. Questions should be mailed man Resources". Natural
mate
on essential farm
In other disto United States Employment Ser- cussions and conferences,
construction or repairs.
she
emvice, Mayfield, Ky.
phasized the importance of studyQ. Can a peacetime soldier, dis- ing the mental, physical, social,
Owen Concrete
The BEST Is Always CHEAPEST
charged before Pearl Harbor for a and spiritual needs of the child as
Works
Tops with everything?
disability, not service-connected get they relate to the development of
PHONE 349
505 MAIN ST
Second and Elm
There isn't o •4101 or on hour of the 'cloy any education under the G.I. Bill? the whole child in the school and
Phone 885
A. Not unless he served 90 days community environment.
FARNSWORTH—NORGE—MOTOROLA....moms/0 that can't be giv•n a hit by DOWNYFLAKE
/
1
4
Donuts? Tok• em on picnics, put •ns in or more
after September 16, 1940.
lunch boxes, nibble 'em behre•n meals and
Q. My husband has applied for
serve 'ern for dessert. They're grand to eat.
easy to digest The DOWNYFLAKE machine transportation for me to join him
in Germany, where he is a corpseati•s 'ens fresh and hot?
,
LIVE MINNOWS, FISHING WORMS
oral in the Military Police. Will
SEE THEM MADE AT.. .
the Army pay all expenses for traStella, Kentucky
and
vel, housing and foyd while I am
Cridey's Donut
GENERAL REPAIRING on- all pekes of cars
overseas.
Everything for the
Shoppe
A. Only enlisted men in the
rune up uork, carbureter, generator, and starter repair, ignition
first three pay grades are entitled
and wiring. Come in and make an appointment to have your
Fisherman
at the Blue Bird Cafe to Government transportation for
car repaired.
dependents to their permanent staWorms Neatly and Securely Packaged
REPAIR OF GAS TANKS and GENERAL OVERHAUL
tions. You will have to pay for
BY APPOINTMENT
transportation to the port of emJESSE
L. TUCKER, Owner
Transportation
barkation.
by
water
J. T. WALLIS & SON, Third and Main
Hughes Paint and to Europe will be free, but you
Wallpaper Co.
will have to pay for your meals
i.iboard ship. When you are assigned to housing in Germany, your
South Side
family allowance will be reduced
SEE
HYBRID POPCORN
Square
by 90 cents a day for rent. This
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
charge will reduce your gross income to virtually your husband's
•
We have Perdue Hybrid Popcorn Seed for Spring
— For
military pay, because in some
planting.
We will contract for growing hybrid popmonths $27 will be deducted and
Call 383
Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance - I
in others $27.90 will be withheld
corn. Write us for seed and contract.
from your $50 check. If you have
and Bonding
a child you will continue to get
Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
the $30 child allowance. You will
J. V. Blevins Company
have the privilege of buying food
Corsages, Cut Flowers from
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
the Army commissary, other
Processors and Buyers of Popcorn
PHONE 601
articles from post exchanges, medPotted Plants and
155 Second Avenue South
ical service and hospitalization will
Funeral Designs
be free, and you will be permitted
Nashville, Tennessee
to use the recreational facilities at
various leave centers in occupied
1
4
territory. All quarters occupied /
imy dependents of men overseas
TRAVEL TO DETROIT
will be assigned by the Army and
fLOWER SHOP •io
private rental- agreements with
civilians will be permitted. Wives
-- BY
Phone 479
South 15th St. without children will be served
cafeteria style aboacd ship and
all have to make fheir own beds
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
and keep their quarters clean.
— OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
Q. The q.t. Bill says any person
who
served
is
entitled
to
a
ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
course of education or training, but
does not define either. What is
DR. J. M. CONVERSE
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
meant?
Make Reservations Early At
A. It simply means that any
Graduate Veterinarian
person eligible to "education or
Save 10 to 20%
training- may take a course in edLocated In Calloway County Soil ImproveWESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
ucation or pursue any training he
ment Association Warehouse, East Main,
On Cash and Carry on
elects in any educational or trainPhone 456
Murray, KY.
both Laundry and
beyond railroad
ing institution approved by 114 DeCleaning
partment of Educativn in the
state where located provided the
TELEPHONE 560
educational or training institution is witless, to accept him as a
DR. J. M. CONVERSE
-tudent or trainee in any field or
RECAPPING and
°ranch of knowledge which he is
VULCANIZING
qualified to pursue. It is possible
ONE DAY SERVICE
under the G.I. Bill for a veteran
entitled to two years of education
Tube Repair large Injuries
We'd Like To Be •
or training to take one year of ed[LAUNDRY and
• Grade 1 Tires
YOUR GROCERMAN
ucation
in
a
trade
school and one
• Used Tires
CLEANERS
year of college work.
• First Line Tubes
Groceries
Prescriptions A —
•
Fresh
Fruits
Specialty
HALE SERVICE
K R. Patterson Appointed
Vegetables
44
Phone
'STATION
To Vetera.ns Administration
East Highway
Meats
WE DELIVER
Kr rineth. R. Patterson of Lexington. May 26 was named Acting
Hatchett's Grocery
Chief, Vocational Rehabilitation
1214 West Main
arid Education Division of the vet- ,
Phone 375
-rans
Administration
OfRegional
If It's ...
fice, it was announeed by Harry
W, Farmer. manager.
Building
Mr. Patterson succeeds Dr. T. 0.
Murray Consumers
Hall of Lexington who became
Repair Work
Murray Fashion
head of the Advisement and GuidCoal & Ice Co.
Cabinets
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
ance Division in the VA Branch
Telephone
64
Shoppe
Phone 262
Office. Columbus, Ohio.
—or-We Deliver
Authorised Representative of
Before joining the Veterans AdOhio Valley Termini), corp.
Ladies
Painting and
ministration in 1944, Mr. Patterson
had been president of Bethel
Ready
to Wear
Decorating
Women's College. Hopkinsville. • HEADQUARTERS FOR
4.211 IOU FREE INSPECTION
Eajlier he had been Superintend518 West Main Street
Standard Parts for All Cars!
You Need
ent of Schools at Mayfield and an
Murray Auto Parts
instructor at Murray,Atate Teachers
•
Call
It L. Ray
W. F. 5Iiller
College. Mr. Patterson was born
Phone 307-W
at London. KY_
Telephone 16
C. M. CATHEY

PoiiIi7`I

ALL• ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

CONCRETE
'BLOCKi

k

nuirs

A Complete Selection of
kterckelidtlic fro= Abkcli
to make your choice.

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO

TUCKER'S MOTOR SERVICE

Mill Work Shop and Planing Mill
EQUIPPED WITH RESAW
Offers Hardwood Flooring made. Shiplap S43S3S; all types lumber sized and edged; all types
of ripping; at reasonable rates.
LET US SERVE YOU

POLLY'S PLANING MILL

/
1
4

INS

Aubrey Polly, Owner

ATTENTION
Dodge Plymouth
Owners

1.

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•

Wallis Drug

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

BROOKS BUS LINE

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

BOONE'S

SUPERIOR

•

South 13th Street

DR. H

1

B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist

— at
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

OFFICE CLOSED
While attending post-graduate instruction irt Chit:ago from JUNE 13 to 21 INCLUSIVE

DR. WALTER F. BAKER

I4=1141....14 -.NW...4...tmIl..4.4m14.41444.114...IMPI.M41...1=40:..

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED
By a Reliable Insurance Program

p.

367-J
201 North 12th St.

Watch

KILGORE DENIES HE'LL RUN
FOR V. S. SENATE SEAT

Mosta

Sec

TAXI
SERVICE

HOPKINSVILLE Ben Kilgore.
Franklin. assistant general man• ,TESTED
•
ager of the Eastern Dark Fired
Building Blocks
This scientifZinst=_ Tobacco Growers Association, in a
PLUMBING
statement recently emphasized that.
'
tells us what's wrong(
CONCRETE
SUPPLIES
you bring your watch in.4 he was not a candidate for the '
and
and it tells you it's right' United State Senate from _Ken- • Experienced Drivers
a
•
CINDER
ucky.
when you take it awayi
BUILDING & FARM
Kilgore said "several stories in • Safe Cars
economical
Faster, more ,
Any quantity. We
the press" had indicated he
HARDWARE
, repairs, with printed proof' "might be a candidate."
Deliver
• Prompt Service
accuracy.
•
• Courteous Treatment
ROSS FEED CO.
SEED
A. B. Beale & Son
Furches Jewelry
ml RRA-V. KY.
COMPANY
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.[
Phone 101
AS NEAR AS YOUR
North Third St
Store
—Buyers and Sellers—
TELEPHONE
411 S.
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
The Old Reliable
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"
Stockyards
•...
Telephone 665

WEST'S
Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothes

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
OFFICE
•

MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

PHONE 403

Home Phone 295-M

West Side Square
••••••M.••••.•••0.4m••••••MI•WOM.•••=0••M•10.0...4
•

PARKER

The Ledger & Times

C. L. MILLER, Agent

& HOLTON
FRAZEE, MELUGIN
INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile

138
TAXI

FIRE

Casualty
Gatlin Building

Telephone 331
Murray,

Kentucky

"If Does Make a Difference Who Writes. Your Insurance"
y
I.

1

a
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,„1 I totkurch
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH .M1411,Alt ,CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
T. II. Mullins, Jr.. Minister
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
945 am. Sunday School
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship'.
at
Worship with. commtinion
5 30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal
6:00 p.m. Methodiat__Youth Feflpw- .10;5.0 am. and 7:30-p rn
Monday: Devotional service in
ship •
basement of library building at. 7
7:00 p m. Evening Worship
Wednesday. Prayer o'clock each Monday evening.
7.30 pm.
Bible
Mid - week
Wednesday:
Meeting
:elide at 7:30 p in with classes for
.6.30 p -ni. -College Vespers
Max B. Hurt Chairman Board of ell ages.
• --Stewards
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
B. Howton. Superintendent of
('HEIST
Sunday School
Van D. Valentine, Secretary of
Merritt Youngblood. Minister
Sunday School
Church School 'each Loris Day
Miss Lula Clayton Behle, MYF
,
at 10.00 am.
High Sehool•Counselor
Preaching: Second and Foursh
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey. Intermediate
Sunday at 11:00 a.m.
MYF Counselor
Mrs. Robt. Smith, Junior /4/fYF
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Counselor
Robert E. Jarman. Minister
7..
-_
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
a.m. Church School, W. B.
Braxton B. Sewyer, Pastor ,
Moser. superintendent. Classes
--for all age groups.
See.
Church
Sntll,
Miss Pollie
10:55 a.m. Morning Worship, serMiss Dorothy Brizendine. Student
mon by the minister with speSecretary, Phone 75
cial music each Sunday under
Dewey Ragsdale, ,'Sunday School
the direction of Merle T. KesSuperintendent
ler: minister of musics
Ronald Churchill. T. U. Director
6:30 p.m. C Y.F. Groups under
Mrs. Eugene Shipley. WMU Pres.
the direction of Mrs. E. 1.. Noel,
Morning
Jr., student director, and Mrs. A.
m.
a
9:30
Sunday School
B. Austin.
10:45 a.m. 7:30 p in. Evening Worship with
Morning worship
Evening
sermon by the minister.
Training Union --------6 45 p rn.
&00 p.m.
Evening worship
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
8 00 pre
Pr5yer meeting. Wed
Sanest! C. McRee, Pastor

LEGS, ARMS

r.

Murray State. College Alumni
Association held its first installation
of 'officers in the annual program
May 257. W. Z. Carter. holding the
gavel. .was installed by Harry Lee
Waterfield, speaker of the House
Legislature.
the
Kentucky
in
standing to yr. Carter's left. Mr.
Cartar is superintendent of MurLouise
Miss
ray city schools.
Cook. Marion. third from the left.
and Miss Ouida Lester, Gracey.
standing next, received a 2100
scholarship each from the Alumni
Association in the program that

cifrittli

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
H. A. West. Pastor

9:45 am. Sunday School
10:00 a.m. Miss Ella Weihing's
Bible Class for College Students
9.30 am __Sunday SchooL Odell 11.00 a.m. Worship Service
Hawes. superintendent.
Sermon by pastor.
10 45 a tr..- Morning worship
4:30. p.m. Senior High Fellowship
7 30 p.m.-Evening yi-oretip
6.45 p in Westminster Fellowship
7 00 pm.-Group Meetings
Wednesday. 8.00 pin. Mid-Week
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting
2:00 p.m.-W Si S at the Church
Wednesday
It. Less caissons Church
North Twelfth Street
7 30 pm -Mid-Week Prayer Service and Bible Study
9:00 p.m.-Teachers and Officers
Services are held cacti Sunday
Meeting
es follows:
First, third, and fifth Sundays
at 10 o'clock; second and fourth
HAZES. BAPTIST CHURCH
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
H. F. Paachall. Pastor
HARDIN CIRCUIT
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Henry Smith, Pastor
Sunday. Sunday School Superintendent. Paul Dailey.
Palestine, 11:00
First Sunday:
Morning Worship at 11 am. on
second and fourth Sundays each a.m.; Hardin. 7 p.m.
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.rn
month.
Third Sunday. at Hardin 11:00
Evening Service at 7.45 on secsin: Palestine, 3 p.m.
ond and fourth Sundays.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter. 10:00
Training Unions each Sunday at
1.30 pm. Layman White, director s m. and Unien Ridge. 11:15 gen.
Everyone is invited.
WMU. GA.. RA. meets on
Wednesday following second and
SPRING CREEK iSAPTIST
fourth Sundays.
CHURCH
Print Finishing and
J. II. Thurman. Pastor
Developing
Fire: Sunday. 10.00 am. Sunday
1School. Morgan Cunningham. Su' perinfendent Preaching at 11:00
a m. and Saturday before at' 2:00
201 P.Ol
I p.m.
Phone 387

DONELL STUDIO

SACl/r/rPca,

le

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
W. B. Cone, Pastor
Sunday School at 10:00 a in. each
Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m
each Sunday.
Training Union at 6.00 pm. each
Sunday. Alfted Williams. director.
Evening Wship at 7:00 p.m.
each Sunday.
W. M.U. meets every second and
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 pm.
R.A.'s. G As, and. Sunbeams meet
on second and' fourth Wednesday
nights.

ILD AND FRESH
yet cost 2f less

•

SPRING BAPTIST
CHURCH
M M. Hampton, pastor

SINKING

ALMO CIRCUIT
L. IL Putnam, Paster

111%.c11-

WHEAT GROWERS

Irtil• of

0anclo of wiptare mile. in nine Males. on's r

Wle are in position to handle your wheat
at Ceiling Price, and take your wheat on
--deposit for your Flour. We have g9pd
wheat bags to loan you for immediate return of your wheat.

got a HEAL JOIP..„.

11141
..
telephone
%mar
than
better
du*
knose.
one
No

compati,. nor i. there westing. more wager to ere
farmer.

11:1% 4. if Iflpi
• g•

r*re. haroi :ill I hi- jIlil. .ti.ing the lierti etusp%eon, of Hell `As•tent
flIelit and

This county will need all of your Wheat
this year for Flour. Conserve it .and see
that it is nOt wasted.

eiilierirnce and re.earili has.. been Mar to dev i.e.
Southern 11441 trucks and 111;(11 are
rr anti more irriitii•tit

44 the

!WCttttt I II g

a,

.
wi the ror;i1 road,

•

First Sunday-Temple Hill. Sun10-00 am. Sunday School. Sylves- day School 10.00 o'clock each Sun-ter Paschall. superintendent.
day; church services 11:00 and In11 00 am. Preaching Service
dependence 2:45.
600 pm. B T.U. L. D. Warren,
Second Sunday -Russells ChapeL
director.
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sun7 00 p in. Preaching Service
day; church services. 11:00 a.m.
Third Sunday-Brooks Chapel.
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
CHURCH
church services 11 et.m.
A. G. Childers, Pastor
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill.
Church services 11:00 a m. Bethel
South Pleasant Grove
-Sunday School 1100 each SunSunday School at 10110 a m. Hub day. and church services 2:45 p.m.
Erwin. superintendent.
Memorial service at 11:00 am.and
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
singing in the afternoon.
Buren Richerson. Pastor
Hazel Chards
Sunday School at' 10 am.. James
Preaching every SiindaY mornE. Underwood, superintendent.
ing at 11:00 o'clock and on SunWoistup Service at 11:00 a.m., day night at 7:30 o'clock.
second Sunday, and at 7;00 p.m. ' Robert Owen is superintendent
second and fourth Sundays.
of Sunday School held every Sum Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
day at 10:00 o'clock.
B.T.U. every sunoay roan at
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10.0e a.m., first 6:30. Clifton McNeely director, and
third arid fourth- Sundays, and at preaching following B T.U.
Pray'er meeting every Wednesday
2.00 pm. ;kond Sunday. Willie
night at 7:00 o'clock.
Craig, superintendent.
W.M S. meets on Thursday at
Worship Service at 1100 am.,
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m. 1.30 pm. after the first and third
Sunday each month.
second Sunday.

'A hen you eel out to pros id.'

era ov er an area of I

•

beast.

LYNN GROVE MILLING CO,

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

•

•

Probably you've seen N. C. & St. L. freight
trains puffing into your community hundreds of
times. Often they bring the products of farm and
factory to the store which serves you.
Every day more than 100,000 freight cars are
loaded at nearly 100,000 different locations in
the United States. Many of these cars are loaded
on N. C. & St. L. tracks and carry tile products
of our southern farms and factories to distant
points. Others, loaded in every part of the nation,
come into our area and are routed carefully to
the exact spot where they are to be unloaded and
their contents speeded on the way to you.
By providing fast, dependable freight service
at low rates - an average of about one cent per
ton per mile - the N. C. & St. L. is helping keep
down industry's costs, helping to Make your dollars go further, buy more and better products.
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THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA I ST. LOUIS RAILWAY
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Lynn Grove, Kentucky
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Laboratory tests show that
a fresh cigarette gives you

e
MURRAY CIRCUIT
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
C. A. Riggs. Pastor
•
J. H. Thurman. Pastor
First Sunday .2:00 p.m. Sunday
School, Paul Newton, Superintend- first Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.,
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
ent. 'Preaching at 3:00 pm.
Third Sunday. Sunday School at Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
11 am New Hope 3 pm.
10:00 a m. Preaching at 11:00 a.m.
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
and 6.30 pm.
Goshen 3 pm.
-- --Fourth Sueday_Sulpher Springs
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
9 45 a me New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
CHURCH
Marilli-I Chapel 3 pm.
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
Second Sunday, 10 00 a m. Sun- Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
day School, Jas. H. Foster, Super11 a.m.
intendent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m.'
and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
A bulldozer was used to push
Fourth Sunday, Sunday Schee)! out huge stump; on the farM, of
at 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 Bill Hudson in Adair county!

s

telephone rersiee to roral

Notice OF SALE

proved by state and county ptib- sion of said land.
Said property will be conveyed •
lic health -officials, or for other
by a special warranty deed subject
Tract No. XGIR-2 purposes of private recreation.
only ,to such reservations, excepWHEREAS. ttie Board of Direce
The sale will be made staject to tions, restrictions and.:or conditors of the Tennessee Valley Auin
veied
be
may
as
rights
such
tions as may be mentioned above.
thority has determined that the
County to roads serving The Seller reserves the right to reland heritialter describeu. on which Calloway
of inlights
and
subdivision,
the
ject any and all bids.
there is no permanent dam, hydro•
egress will be granted or
Done this 31st day of May, 1946.
electric power ;slant. fertilizer plant. gress and
all lots sold. Addifor
provided
necessary
not
is
plant.
or munitions
VALLEY
TENNESSeE
certain
of
purchasess
the
to carry out plans 'end projects ac- tionally,
AUTHORITY
lots bordering on the 376' contour
twiny decided upon: and
of
elevation of Kentucky Lake, will be Agent of the United States
„
WHEREAS. the Tennessee Valley. granted the rights4o nuttittoin arid
By Geo. M. Baker,
Authority, as agent of the United construct water use facilities at loChief Land Division.
States of America, is authorized to cationsaaselow the 376' contour and
sell said land for the purpose of upon plans approved in advance by
More particular information reprivate recreation or use as a sum- TVA together with suitable ingress
mer residence pursuant to Section and egress to the waters of Kentuc- garding this land above described
4(10(0 of the Tennessee Valley ky. Lake. but nut.to interfere, with and the provisions of the special
Authority Act of 1933, as amended: TVA's statutory program for river warranty dee& may be obtained
from L. V. Stanton. Parisian BuildNOW. THEREFORE, notice. is contrel and development. Further.'
119.1-2 East Washington Street,
hereby given that the Tentsessee more, the purchasers of lists 9, 10, ing,
Tennessee, and John W. NewValley -Authority. as agent of the 11. 12,, 14, and 15 will be granted Paris.
P. 0. Box 458, Decatur. AlaUnited States of Arneriete wiLl eell the same rights with respect to the man,
J20c
at public auction, to be tsld on the land adjoining lots 9. 12. 14, and 15 bama.
property at 10 o'clock, A.M., on below the 376' contour elevation.
NE
June 27. 1946, to the highest bidder
Said land will be sold subject to
for cash, the following lots or parA
shall
it
that
condition
express
an
/or lotel...re
cels of kind situated et the Third
be used only for the purpose id
N
•
Magisterial District of Calloway
I
using
arid
V
maintaining,
constructing,
County, Kentucky, between the Lick
thereI
tesidence
summer
private
3
Branch and Blood River embayV
11101121111111111WEIO
'
on, or :for ethi‘r purposes of primerits of Kentucky Lake:
The Emmett Slovens Co. I
vate recreation. upon the breach of ;
Lots Ito 12 inclusive. 14 to 4:3 inI
Art.1K .al lonb
I
,CX.1,tand,r1
a
Arnet
Author.
which the Tennessee Valley
0
Ktantalactory -Established 1910
4 elusive. and 45 to 61 inclusive, of
suCcessors, shall have thel
its
or
ity,
N
loutswile,
Sy
St
0,...eA
541
SubSite
Cabin
the Center Ridge
right to re-enter and take ieiesiedvison, as shown on TVA Map No.
ii MS 422 N 1139 R. 0.. a copy of
which "is recorded in the County
Court. Clerk's Office in Calloway
S chairman of the noreinetieg com- County, Kentucky. excluding from
evening. J0,1-1 Lee. former
said Its any land which lies beSenator from Oklahoma, and mem- mittee, (and teacher in Tilghman
low the 376' contour elevation.
Board. High School, Paducah; Holland
ber of the Aeronautics
Said land will be sold subject to
Washington. D. C.. second from Rose. retiring president, and su- reservations of the right:
perintendent of Mershall County - -1. To maintain any existing
I, ft. was the principal speaker.
re- boundary monuments and silt range
Others pictured reading from schools; Miss Mildred Hatcher,
left are: Mrs. George Hart. execu- tiring vice("president, and member stations.
fac- 2. On and over those portions lytive secretary, and editor of the of the Tilghman High School
Mc- ing below the 381' contour elevaLedger and Times; Dr. Hal Hous- ulty, Paducah; Senator Roy
superintendent of tion. to remove or prevent the con-ton, vice president, and member Donald. and
struction of any buildings.
of the Houston -McDevitt Clinic: Trigg County schools: and M. 0.
3. On and over those portions of
FoundaDr. Ralph Woods. president of the Wfather. chairman of the
STEPHAN°
Lots 2 to 8 inclusive. 24 to 28 into
assistant
and
Committee,
tion
prothe
on
speaker
and
5105 .
college,
clusive. 31, 32. and 33, lying within
college.
the
of
PMILA PA.
president
the
(elevation
Miller.
line
shore
Brown
the
of
Reba
250'
gram: Mrs.
3591, to erect and maintain navigation aids and do such cheering as is
necessary to' ensure visibility.
BAPTIST CHURCH
HARDIN
CIRCUIT
KIRKSEY
The Purchaser will be required to
Pastor
Stringer,
John
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
covenant for himself, his heirs, deEd Ross, Church Secretary
visees. personal representatives and
Miss Martha Miller, Sunday School assigns:
First Sunday_teirksey 11 a.m.:
•
Secretary
I. Not to use said land in any
.
*Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt.
Homer Lassiter. Sunday S-chbOl way that would tend to pollute the
p.m.
7:30
Hebron.
waters of Kentucky reservoir.
Superintendent
Second Sunday-Coldwater 11
-2. That each lot will be used for
morning
gene Mt. Carmel 7-30 OW
and using I
BM. constructing. maintaining
10:00
School
Sunday
summer residefice
Third Sunday_Mt. Hebron 11
11:00 a.m. a single private
Worship
Morning
thereon. costing not less than
a.m.; Kirksey 7.30 p.m.
Evening
$100000. with necessary and apFourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 11
7:30
p.m.
___
Wed.
Meeting,
Prayer
purtenant outbuildings and either
a.m.: Cole's Camp Ground 3 pm;
WITH IMPROVED FRESHNESS CONTROL
7:30 p.m. a septic tank or outdoor toilet apEvening Worship
Coldwater 7:30 pm.
each
at
School
There is Church
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
Sunday. Your attendance is appreciated.
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